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Executive Summary

This report examines Russia’s military and diplomatic campaign in Syria, the largest and most significant Russian out-of-area operation since the end of the Cold War. Russia’s experience in Syria will significantly shape its military thinking, influence promotion and personnel decisions, impact research and development for its arms industry, and expand its influence in the Middle East and beyond for the foreseeable future. Yet despite the importance of Russia’s involvement in Syria—especially as the United States competes with countries such as Russia and China—there has been little systematic analysis of Russia’s campaign in Syria. This research aims to help fill the gap and provides some new analysis and data. It conducts a broad assessment of the Russian campaign—including political objectives, diplomatic initiatives, and civilian targeting—which place the military campaign in a wider context. In addition, it compiles a data set of Russia’s civilian targeting and analyzes satellite imagery of Russian activity. Some of the authors of the report also served in the U.S. Department of Defense and Central Intelligence Agency during portions of the campaign, and they provide an interesting first-hand perspective.

Overall, this report concludes that Russia was successful in achieving its main near-term political and military objectives in Syria, including preventing the collapse of the Assad regime (an important regional partner) and thwarting a possible U.S. attempt to overthrow Assad. The main conclusions can be divided into five areas: Russian goals and strategy, the military campaign, the punishment campaign, the diplomatic campaign, and broader lessons.

Russian Goals and Strategy

Russia directly intervened in Syria beginning in 2015 for two main reasons. First, Russian leaders wanted to stabilize Syria, a strategically-important hub for Moscow in the Middle East that was under threat. Second, Russian leaders assessed that the United States and its partners were attempting to overthrow Bashar al-Assad’s regime and were either attempting to replace it with a friendly government or would leave behind a collapsed state. But these two reasons are insufficient to explain Russian intervention. Moscow’s decision was also significantly influenced by its ability to establish a viable military strategy at an acceptable cost. Moscow took a major gamble by becoming directly involved in Syria. It adopted a strategy that combined airpower and ground maneuver to overwhelm a divided enemy. Instead of deploying large numbers of Russian army forces to engage in ground combat in Syria—as the Soviet Union did in Afghanistan in the 1980s—Moscow relied on Syrian army forces, Lebanese Hezbollah, and other militias and private military contractors as the main ground maneuver elements. The Russian air force and navy supported these forces by conducting strikes from fixed-wing aircraft, helicopters, ships, and submarines.

The Military Campaign

Russia’s military campaign in Syria was successful in achieving Moscow’s strategic objectives at a manageable cost in terms of Russian casualties and finances. Russian efforts benefited from having limited objectives and facing rebel groups that failed to coordinate their activities and lacked key defensive assets, such as anti-air weaponry. Russian operations and tactics were also well aligned to its strategic goals, focusing on airpower and special operations forces to enable regime offensives on the ground. Over the course of the war, Russia gradually improved its air-ground integration with pro-regime forces.

Russia’s military intervention in Syria can be divided into three campaign phases centered around different but intertwined objectives: stabilizing the Assad regime in core areas of western Syria (September 2015 to spring 2016); conducting offensive operations in the west to recapture Aleppo (spring 2016 to spring 2017); and countering the Islamic State in central
and eastern Syria (spring 2017 to spring 2018). Russia then turned its attention to retaking Idlib Province in northwestern Syria and expanding its presence in northeastern Syria in the wake of the U.S. drawdown and Turkish invasion of the area. While Russia’s primary contribution throughout the phases of the campaign remained airpower, battlefield needs precipitated a steady increase in specialized ground forces—including artillery units, forward air controllers, special operations forces, military police, and private military contractors. The Russian military based its command staff and the majority of its aerospace assets at an expanded Hmeimim airfield while enlarging its air and ground assets to new bases over the course of the war.

The Punishment Campaign
According to data compiled by CSIS for this report, Russia used a systematic punishment campaign to escalate costs on the civilian population and undermine support for the opposition. The most visible element of this punishment campaign was marked by large-scale attacks against civilian and humanitarian infrastructure in an attempt to deny resources—including food, fuel, and medical aid—to the opposition while simultaneously eroding the will of civilians to support opposition groups. Russia also conducted a propaganda campaign using both diplomacy and disinformation to target Syria’s civilian population. The propaganda campaign attempted to deflect blame for Russian and Syrian attacks against civilian infrastructure, undermine international efforts to hold the Assad regime accountable for abuses, and legitimize an ever-widening civilian target set. Over time, these campaigns became synergistic, and their effects complemented each other to achieve regime goals such as retaking opposition-held territory.

The Diplomatic Campaign
Moscow orchestrated an effective diplomatic campaign that complemented Russia’s military efforts. Russia coordinated its political and military efforts reasonably well to facilitate gains on the ground and maximize leverage at the international negotiating table. While the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs negotiated ceasefires and de-escalation agreements in Geneva and Astana, the Ministry of Defense exploited those agreements to rest and refit pro-regime forces and then violate the agreements when feasible. While Russian diplomatic and military efforts were not always perfectly synchronized, they were better orchestrated than the United States and other Western countries, enabling Moscow to link battlefield gains to diplomatic leverage.

Lessons
It will take years to fully understand the lessons from Russia’s involvement in Syria. The war is far from over, and Syria is just one campaign in an evolving Russian strategic and military landscape. But there are several broad observations about Russian thinking and actions:

- Russia adopted a light footprint approach in Syria that constituted an evolution in Russian military thinking. Rather than applying a heavy hand, Moscow leveraged air assets, unmanned aerial vehicles, civil-military units (such as military police and “reconciliation” centers), special operations forces, and information assets. For ground operations, Moscow relied on surrogate forces, such as the Syrian Tiger Forces, Lebanese Hezbollah, private military contractors, and militias from Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, and other countries. This approach was a major advance for the Russian military.

- Russia will likely build on its Syrian experience when weighing external military operations in Africa, Asia, the Middle East, and Latin America. Where ground forces are an option, Russia is more likely to rely on its own special operation forces, state and non-state proxy forces, and private military contractors.

- The punishment of civilians continues to be an important component of Russian military operations. Russia attempted to deny food, fuel, and medical aid to rebels while simultaneously
eroding civilians’ will to fight or provide support to opposition groups. Russian leaders concluded that punishment was effective in breaking the will and support of local populations for rebel groups.

- The Russian intervention in Syria was an opportunity to modernize Russia’s war-fighting capabilities and use Syria as a live-fire training range to constantly refine its application of force. Perhaps the most important lesson in the technological sphere was Russia’s development of advanced command, control, communications, and intelligence (C3I) field systems on the battlefield, providing data to enable a higher throughput of airstrikes. These systems were integrated into Russia’s overarching systems of “reconnaissance strike complexes” (RSCs).

- Russia continually rotated mid- to senior-level leadership to the Syrian theater of operations. Officers received valuable experience on the ground in advisory or leadership roles, which will likely impact Russian personnel decisions and thinking for years to come.

There are also lessons for the United States and other Western countries from the Russian campaign in Syria:

- Russia generally respected U.S. military power and ensured the safety of its forces, complying with U.S. directives about deconfliction lines when the directives were backed by demonstrations of force. However, when the United States was unable or unwilling to back up these statements, Russia often exploited the gap.

- The United States failed to prevent Russia and its partners from conducting human rights abuses. If the United States wishes to deter Russia from conducting humanitarian abuses through diplomatic, economic, or military measures in the future, it must clearly articulate red lines and be prepared to follow through on its threats.

- While Russian political and diplomatic efforts were integrated fairly well with their military operations, U.S. policy and actions in Syria were full of contradictions. Through its diplomatic maneuvering, Russia took advantage of rifts and seams between European countries and the United States, as well as within and between U.S. government agencies.

Russia’s campaign in Syria provides an important opportunity to understand Russian strategy, operations, and tactics. Yet it was one campaign at one point in time. The long-term challenge will be to evaluate the evolution in Russian thinking and actions over time and across multiple geographic areas.
Introduction
This report examines Moscow’s political-military campaign in Syria in order to better understand Russian strategy, operations, tactics, capabilities, and weaknesses. With the United States’ strategic shift to competition with countries such as Russia and China, there is a growing need to assess the actions of strategic competitors. The war in Syria, which the Russian media called Operation Vozmezdie (or Retribution), was Russia’s largest and most significant expeditionary military operation since the end of the Cold War. Yet there has been limited systematic open-source analysis of Russia’s campaign that covers military, diplomatic, and other components of the campaign.

In addition, Russia was successful in achieving many of its military and political objectives in Syria—at least thus far. By 2015, Syrian forces controlled only 10 percent of their territory, according to Russian intelligence assessments. But by 2020, Syrian President Bashar al-Assad retook much of the country from rebel control with help primarily from Russia and Iran, even as the country struggled to respond to the COVID-19 crisis. To be sure, there are still areas of resistance, such as Idlib, and Turkish and Kurdish forces control terrain in northern and eastern Syria. But the battlefield victories in Syria have been undeniable. With Russian air, ground, and maritime assistance, Syrian and partner ground forces retook Dayr az Zawr in the east and Aleppo, Homs, Damascus, and other cities across the country. None of this looked possible in late 2015, when Russian policymakers assessed that the Syrian regime might collapse without rapid and decisive assistance. As Russian leader Vladimir Putin remarked in October 2015, "The collapse of Syria's official authorities will only mobilize terrorists. Right now, instead of undermining them,
we must revive them, strengthening state institutions in the conflict zone.”

Moscow used its battlefield successes in Syria to revive its great power ambitions in the Middle East and other regions, including North Africa. Russia now has regional power projection capabilities from Syria, with access to Hmeimim air base and the port of Tartus. Russian diplomats led negotiations on regional issues, including a Syrian peace deal and refugee returns. Every major country in the region—including Israel, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Lebanon, and Iran—worked with Moscow’s diplomats, military commanders, and intelligence officials on regional security issues. The Syrian war also provided Russia’s military with an unparalleled opportunity to improve its strike, intelligence, and combined arms capabilities. After a period of military reforms from 2008 to 2012 and a large modernization program, Moscow was able to test its forces in combat. Over the course of the war, thousands of officers rotated through the campaign to gain combat experience and secure promotions. Russia also expanded its arms sales with weapons and systems tested in the Syrian war.

Moscow’s experience in Syria will likely shape Russian military thinking, drive procurement decisions, increase arms sales, and influence personnel decisions for years—and perhaps decades—to come.

Research Design

In order to better understand the Russian campaign in Syria, this report asks several questions. What were Russia’s goals in becoming directly involved in the Syrian war? What was Russia’s strategy to accomplish these goals? How did Russia conduct the diplomatic and military components of its campaign? What are important lessons from the Russian experience, both for Russia and the West? To answer these questions, the report utilizes a combination of qualitative and quantitative information.

First, the research team compiled and analyzed primary and secondary sources on the Russian campaign in Syria, such as statements and writings from Russian officials. The team also examined relevant articles in Russian military journals, such as Vestnik Akademii Voennyh Nauk, Voyenno-Promyshlennyy Kurier, and Voennaia mysl’. Second, the report conducted a campaign analysis to examine Russia’s military efforts. This involved providing an overview of Russia’s primary military roles, missions, and order-of-battle for the Syrian intervention, including key components of Russia’s force composition in Syria. The campaign assessment also included a detailed military analysis of the key phases of the Russian military campaign, beginning with the early stages of intervention in 2015, the recapture of Aleppo in 2016, and the campaign against the Islamic State in central and eastern Syria in 2017 and 2018. Third, the report utilized several types of quantitative data. For example, the chapter on Russia’s punishment campaign used a quantitative data set compiled from sources such as the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights, AirWars, and Physicians for Human Rights. It also combined original satellite imagery analysis with qualitative reporting from Bellingcat, the Syrian Civil Defence, and various investigative journalists to better understand Russian actions. Fourth, the report incorporated interviews with government and non-government experts in the United States, Europe, and the Middle East.

In addition, some of the authors in this study served in the U.S. government during portions of Russia’s campaign in Syria—including in the U.S. Department of Defense and Central Intelligence Agency—which provided a first-hand opportunity to assess Russian objectives and actions.

Organization of the Report

The rest of this report is divided into several chapters. Chapter 2 examines Russian strategy up to the 2015 decision to become directly involved in the Syrian war and provides some historical context. Chapter 3 analyzes Russian military operations and tactics by conducting a campaign analysis. Chapter 4 outlines the humanitarian implications of Russia’s punishment campaign, including humanitarian abuses and Moscow’s disinformation campaign. Chapter 5 assesses Russia’s diplomatic efforts. Chapter 6 focuses on lessons from the war.
Chapter 02

Russian Goals and Strategy
This chapter examines Russia's strategy in Syria. It focuses on the period leading up to Russia’s direct involvement in the military campaign in September 2015 and asks two questions. First, what were Russia’s primary goals? Second, what was Russia’s strategy to accomplish these goals? As used here, a strategy includes a state’s plans, methods, and resources to degrade or defeat an adversary on the battlefield. Political and military leaders need to consider how to use their military forces and other resources to defeat the adversary on the battlefield or coerce it to achieve other aims. A strategy forces states to foresee the nature of the war. Does the plan of attack—the proposed strategy—promise success at a reasonable cost? The British soldier and military theorist B.H. Liddell Hart referred to strategy as “the art of distributing and applying military means to fulfill the ends of policy.”

The chapter argues that Russia directly intervened in Syria beginning in 2015 to degrade or defeat Syrian rebels in order to achieve two primary goals. First, Russian leaders wanted to stabilize Syria, which was under threat, as a strategically-important hub for Moscow in the Middle East. Second, Russian leaders assessed that the United States and its partners were attempting to overthrow Bashar al-Assad’s regime and either replace it with a friendly government or leave behind a collapsed state. Russian officials were influenced by the U.S. military campaigns in the Balkans, Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, and other countries, where they concluded that the United States had repeatedly demonstrated an ability and willingness to destabilize and even overthrow regimes. Russian leaders were alarmed that Syria might suffer the same fate, particularly since rebels had significantly increased their control of territory in 2015. Consequently, Moscow
attempted to move quickly to shore up Assad and prevent a U.S.-engineered regime change.

In addition, Moscow’s decision to intervene was significantly influenced by its ability to establish a viable strategy that allowed Moscow to achieve its primary goals at an acceptable cost. Moscow adopted a strategy that combined airpower and ground maneuver to overwhelm a divided enemy. Instead of deploying large numbers of Russian army forces to engage in ground combat in Syria—as the Soviet Union did in Afghanistan in the 1980s—Moscow relied on Syrian army forces, Lebanese Hezbollah, and other militias and private military contractors as the main ground maneuver elements. The Russian air force and navy supported these forces by conducting strikes from fixed-wing aircraft, helicopters, ships, and submarines. In developing this strategy, Russian political and military leaders looked closely at the positive and negative lessons of U.S. campaigns, such as the Persian Gulf War in 1991, Yugoslavia in 1995, Kosovo in 1999, Afghanistan in 2001, Iraq in 2003, and Libya in 2011. Still, Russian leaders recognized that directly intervening in the Syrian war was a gamble and would likely be more challenging than any expeditionary campaign the Russian military had attempted since the end of the Cold War.

The rest of this chapter is divided into three sections. The first examines Moscow’s primary goals. The second section analyzes Russia’s strategy. And the third provides a brief conclusion.

**Moscow’s Goals**

Russia’s direct intervention in the Syrian war was primarily motivated to stabilize a strategically important partner and to prevent the United States and its partners from overthrowing the Assad regime and replacing it with a pro-Western government.

**Stabilize a Strategic Partner**

Syria and the broader region had long been important to Moscow and its ambitions of empire, dating back at least to the period of Catherine the Great. During the Cold War, Moscow’s interest significantly increased with U.S.-Soviet great power competition. In 1946, for instance, the Soviet Union supported Syrian independence and provided military aid to the newly-formed Syrian Arab Army. This cooperation continued throughout the Cold War. Successive Soviet leaders developed an important relationship with Hafiz al-Assad, who ruled Syria from 1970 until his death in 2000. In 1971, the Soviets reached an agreement with Assad which allowed the Soviet navy’s 5th Operational Squadron (or Pyataya Eskadra) to use the naval facility at Tartus. Tartus helped the Soviet navy project power into the Mediterranean Sea and Atlantic Ocean as well as balance activities of the U.S. 6th Fleet, based in Italy. Soviet use of Tartus was particularly important because Moscow lost its bases in Egypt following a diplomatic break with President Anwar el-Sadat in the 1970s.

The Soviet military supported Syria during the 1973 Yom Kippur War, providing arms by sea and air to the Syrian military and pressuring other Arab states to send military forces to help the Syrians and Egyptians. The KGB also used Syria as an important center for intelligence collection. Overall, the Soviet military deployed between 2,000 and 3,000 Soviet military advisers to Syria by the mid-1970s. As one assessment concluded, Syria’s “Ba‘ath regime … had after all emerged in the 1970s as the USSR’s only steadfast ally among the major states of the Middle East.”

Following the end of the Cold War and the dissolution of the Soviet Union, the Russian military deactivated the 5th Operational Squadron. The Russian navy largely abandoned Tartus, and the naval facility fell into disrepair, though Russian ships occasionally stopped at Tartus for port calls. Russian arms sales to Syria also dried up. The Russian military used Tartus on a limited basis, deploying amphibious assault ships, marines, weapons, and military cargo. Moscow also had at least two signals intelligence facilities in Syria, including one called “Center S” near the Israeli border. Hafiz al-Assad’s son, Bashar, became increasingly important to Moscow as the United States conducted military campaigns in the region.

In 2011, the civil war erupted in Syria. By 2015, the war looked grim for Assad, one of the few remaining
governments in the region with which Moscow had good relations. Diplomatic efforts repeatedly failed to resolve the conflict. According to Russian intelligence assessments, Syrian government forces controlled only 10 percent of Syrian territory. The rest was controlled by a decentralized hodgepodge of groups. As Figure 2.1 highlights, Kurdish forces had increased their control of territory in northern Syria. In addition, the Islamic State enlarged its area of control in southern and central Syria and conducted attacks in other areas, including northern Syria. In May 2015, the Islamic State also seized the Syrian city of Palmyra. Finally, there were a range of other rebel groups, such as the Nusrah Front (which had longstanding ties with al-Qaeda), Ahrar al-Sham, the Southern Front, and numerous small groups, such as Firqa 13, Firqa Yarmouk, Jaysh al-Mujahideen, and Fursan al-Haq. Several of these groups, such as the Nusrah Front, expanded their presence in the northwest and southwest, driving back Syrian government forces and threatening major population centers. The Syrian regime controlled limited urban terrain and lost control of such cities as Hasaka, Raqqa, and Aleppo, and even areas around Damascus.

In addition, Russian leaders assessed that Syrian military forces faced significant challenges in retaking territory. “It was a very difficult situation,” recalled Valery Gerasimov, chief of the Russian General Staff, referring to Syrian forces. “There was low morale and high fatigue, as well as a lack of ammunition, materiel, and other types of support.” In some cases, the Russian military was forced to repair the Syrian military’s “broken equipment on the spot,” Gerasimov acknowledged.

In short, Russian leadership believed that the Syrian regime—one of Russia’s last major partners in the Middle East—was in danger of collapse.

**Prevent U.S.-Led Regime Change**

Russian leaders were also concerned that Washington would overthrow the Assad regime and replace it with a friendly government. Russian fears were based in part on a belief—however erroneous—that the United States eventually intended to overthrow the Russian government. Russian leaders worried about U.S. regime change in Syria based, in part, on the U.S. role in overthrowing regimes in Yugoslavia in 1995, Kosovo in 1999, Afghanistan in 2001, Iraq in 2003, and Libya in 2011. Russia also assessed that the United States and its partners were involved in the Arab Spring and color revolutions in Eastern Europe and other regions.

Russian leaders complained that the United States and its Western European allies had taken advantage of Russian weaknesses after the end of the Cold War and the collapse of the Soviet Union by expanding NATO
and the European Union to Russia’s borders. Russian leaders and military analysts had long been wary of the United States. Former Soviet Foreign Minister and Prime Minister Yevgeny Primakov had argued in a concept that became known as the “Primakov Doctrine” that Russia would oppose a world with a single global center of power led by the United States. Russian military thinkers had long been concerned about the United States, and NATO expansion added to these concerns. As one Russian military leader commented, NATO expansion was directed primarily at Russia: “The new members of the alliance are almost all former parties to the Warsaw Pact and the post-Soviet republics. In other words, since the 1990s, NATO has been expanding strictly to the East, toward the Russian borders.”

In addition, Russia’s leaders increasingly believed that U.S. political and military efforts had evolved, shifting from a heavy use of conventional forces to what some called a “concealed use of force.” Instead of using large numbers of conventional military forces to overthrow a regime or fight insurgent groups, as the United States had done in Iraq, some Russian leaders believed that Washington would increasingly utilize clandestine methods. These types of operations might begin with an aggressive information campaign dedicated to undermining the legitimacy of the target country. The United States tended to use what some Russian officials considered state-sanctioned television propaganda such as CNN, the internet, social media, and non-governmental organizations to create or fuel political dissent. As the security situation deteriorated, the United States would then leverage special operations forces, intelligence units, local militias, and private military contractors as the main ground forces, but not large numbers of U.S. conventional forces. U.S. air force and naval power was still important to strike targets. But this approach was more clandestine, since the United States was overthrowing regimes using local forces as the maneuver element. The initial phase of the 2001 war in Afghanistan was an early example of this type of warfare, but it would soon become mainstream.

Russian leaders believed the United States and its partners were behind the Arab Spring and the color revolutions as well as other various movements that developed in the Middle East, Eastern Europe, and other regions. Participants in the color revolutions mostly used non-violent resistance, such as demonstrations and strikes, to protest against government incompetence and corruption and to push for democratic reforms. These movements generally adopted a specific color or flower as their symbol. As Russian Minister of Defense Sergei Shoigu remarked, “The phenomenon of ‘color revolutions’ is becoming a significant factor in destabilizing many regions of the world . . . In each specific scenario, the reasons for external intervention were different, but the implementation scheme is universal: information operations, military pressure, change of political leadership, and change in the state’s foreign policy and economic direction.” Figure 2.2 highlights Gerasimov’s conceptualization of the color revolutions, which he believed the United States was manipulating.

In particular, Russian leaders viewed the Libyan Civil War as a textbook case of the United States’ new way of warfare and an example of what the United States was trying to do in Syria. U.S. and British ships had fired 110 Tomahawk missiles that struck Libyan radar, missile, and command and control sites. Additional cruise missile strikes destroyed Qaddafi’s command and control facility in Tripoli. NATO aircraft conducted a total of 26,500 sorties against the regime’s armored vehicles, artillery, and other targets and provided rebels with an opportunity for victory in Libya. In addition, U.S., French, British, and other special operations forces and intelligence operatives conducted direct-action operations; collected intelligence; trained, advised, and assisted insurgent forces; and provided money, lethal, and non-lethal equipment.

For Russian leaders, there were unambiguous lessons for Syria. As Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov remarked, “foreign players [such as the United States] will get imbued with this problem and will not only condemn the violence [in Syria], but
subsequently repeat the Libyan scenario, including the use of force.”

While U.S. President Barack Obama had called for Assad to “step aside” in August 2011, Moscow’s fears of a U.S. military intervention rose in February 2015 when Obama vowed to aid rebel groups. “We’ll continue to support the moderate opposition there and continue to believe that it will not be possible to fully stabilize that country until Mr. Assad, who has lost legitimacy in the country, is transitioned out,” Obama remarked.

Throughout 2015, U.S. policymakers debated greater involvement in Syria, including aid to rebel groups. In early 2015, for example, a delegation of U.S. senators led by John McCain visited Saudi Arabia and Qatar to discuss increasing support to Syrian rebels. McCain had also secretly visited rebel leaders inside Syria to discuss the possibility of providing heavy weapons to them and establishing a no-fly zone in Syria to help topple Assad. As McCain remarked, “We need a strategy that can force Assad to leave power and defeat the Islamic State in both Syria and Iraq, and that strategy should start with greater support to these Syrian opposition forces, especially vital military training and assistance.”

Near the end of 2015, McCain and U.S. Senator Lindsey Graham publicly supported the deployment of 10,000 troops to Syria. These U.S. statements and actions provided additional evidence to Russian leaders that Washington was still interested in overthrowing the Assad regime. Consequently, one of Moscow’s major goals was to prevent U.S.-led regime change in Syria. Russian leaders had watched as the United States expanded its power and influence up to Russia’s borders and overthrown governments in several of Moscow’s allies, such as Libya. They drew a line in the sand in Syria.

**FIGURE 2.2**

Adapted from Gerasimov’s Illustration of Color Revolution

Counter Terrorist Groups

Russian leaders periodically remarked that counterterrorism was their primary motivation for conducting military operations in Syria. In a speech at the United Nations in September 2015, for instance, Putin vowed to support the Assad regime against terrorist groups. "We think it is an enormous mistake to refuse to cooperate with the Syrian government and its Armed Forces who are valiantly fighting terrorism face-to-face," he said. Likewise, Gerasimov noted that "if we had not intervened in Syria, what would have happened? . . . A month or two, and by the end of 2015, Syria would be completely under ISIS control. Iraq, for the most part, too. ISIS would continue to gain momentum, spread to neighboring countries." Russia had suffered several attacks from Islamist extremists linked to—or inspired by—the Islamic State or al-Qaeda, which put its security agencies on high alert. In 2011, a suicide bomber detonated at Domodedovo International Airport in Moscow, killing 37 people. In 2013, there were two suicide bombings in the city of Volgograd perpetrated by jihadists from the Caucasus Emirate. In June 2015, Caucasus Emirate leader Aslan Byutukayev formally pledged allegiance to the Islamic State. In November, Islamic State operatives in Egypt detonated a bomb on Russian Metrojet Flight 9268, killing all 217 passengers and 7 crew members. By late 2015, Alexander Bortnikov, the head of Russia’s Federal Security Service (FSB), expressed heightened concern about the evolving terrorism threat and warned that extremists in Syria were plotting to conduct attacks in Russia.

Russian leaders were concerned about terrorist attacks in Russia, and Russian leaders were interested in targeting rebel groups that threatened to overthrow the Syrian regime (which Moscow collectively referred to as “terrorist” groups). But there is an important counterfactual question: Would Russia have conducted a military campaign if the target country was not a partner of Moscow and if the United States, Moscow’s main enemy (or glavnyi protivnik), was not attempting to undermine the target country? While impossible to know with certainty, there are several reasons why the answer may have been “no,” regardless of terrorism concerns.

First, Russia’s primary terrorist threat continued to come from Chechnya and other areas in the North Caucasus, not Syria. The Russians had fought two major wars in Chechnya and subsequently dealt with persistent terrorism from the region. In particular, the Caucasus Emirate, a collection of militant Islamist groups (or jamaats), waged a low-level campaign against the Russian state from its base in Chechnya, Dagestan, Ingushetia, and Kabardino-Balkaria. There were some foreign fighters that traveled back and forth from Syria to the Caucasus, but the vast majority of jihadists threatening Russia were still located in the Caucasus. Second, Russian leaders conducted virtually no strikes against the Islamic State or other jihadist fighters in Syria, including those linked to al-Qaeda, up through September 2015. The same was true in other areas where the Islamic State seized territory, such as Libya, Egypt, and Iraq, where Russia conducted few or no military operations. Consequently, while Russian leaders were concerned about terrorism—including the possibility that a collapse of the Assad regime could create instability and perhaps even a terrorist sanctuary in Syria—Russia’s decision to intervene in Syria was largely driven by broader geostrategic considerations.

Russia’s Strategy

Moscow’s decision to intervene in Syria also depended on developing a viable strategy to degrade or defeat Syrian rebels at an acceptable cost. If Moscow had failed to cobble together a ground force composed primarily of Syrian and Iranian partners—and instead had relied on large numbers of Russian soldiers as in Afghanistan in the 1980s—it is unlikely that Russia would have directly entered the war. The costs would likely have been too high. Russia lost over 15,000 soldiers with another 35,000 wounded in Afghanistan, a price that was too high for Politburo members. To achieve their primary goals of stabilizing the Syrian regime in a strategically important region and preventing...
U.S.-led regime change, Russian leaders adopted a light footprint strategy that included a mix of Russian airpower and non-Russian maneuver elements. This strategy allowed Russia to leverage its air force and naval assets against rebel positions, but to leave the fighting and dying to others.

Over the summer of 2015, Russian, Iranian, and Syrian leaders discussed plans to increase their operations in Syria and better coordinate activity. Syrian officials and the then-head of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps-Quds Force (IRGC-QF), Qasem Soleimani, flew to Moscow to coordinate direct military engagement in Syria. To facilitate operations, Russia and Syria signed an agreement in 2015 stipulating the terms and conditions for Russia’s use of Hmeimim air base, southeast of the city of Latakia (in 2017, Russia signed a 49-year lease for access to Hmeimim and the Tartus naval facility). Moscow negotiated overflight rights with Baghdad and Tehran, so that its aircraft could fly from Russian airbases over Iraqi and Iranian territory.

To prepare for the operation, Russia had to pre-position air, naval, and ground assets in—or near—Syria, including aircraft, vehicles, soldiers, and equipment. Logistics were a serious challenge, and Russia had limited experience in clandestinely transferring substantial numbers of troops out of area. One of the few examples was Operation Anadyr in Cuba in the early-1960s, when the Soviet Union sent troops, aircraft, equipment, and ultimately ballistic missiles to Cuba. In order to manage logistics, Russia established a special combat transportation headquarters within the overall command-and-control headquarters at Hmeimim air base. While Russia delivered some cargo by air, it transported most of the military cargo by sea—what some called the “Syrian Express.” Key parts of the route included loading up materiel on ships in the ports of Novorossiysk or Sevastopol, sailing through the Black Sea, and unloading at Tartus.

To facilitate the large movement of materiel, Russia increased its maritime posture at Tartus and expanded its footprint by building additional infrastructure, dredging, and extending the berth in front of the port facilities. Figures 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 provide an overview of Russian and Syrian maritime vessels and infrastructure at Tartus in September 2015, just before the start of the Syrian campaign. Russia, for example, had prepositioned vessels like Krivak-class frigates and Moma-class intelligence collection ships.

Russia’s strategy involved two main components: Russian airpower and non-Russian maneuver forces.

Airpower
Russia planned to use well-directed airpower to aid ground forces and overwhelm rebel positions. In Syria, the Russians deployed military and civilian personnel (such as soldiers, operational staff, intelligence analysts, engineers, and translators), equipment, and other materiel by air and sea. The most significant air link was at Hmeimim air base. By the start of the war, the initial Russian VKS task force aviation group laydown in Syria included roughly:

- 12 Su-24M and Su-24M2 frontline bombers
- 12 Su-25SM and Su-25UBM ground-attack aircraft
- 4 Su-34 frontline bombers
- 4 Su-30SM multirole fighters
- 1 Il-20M1 signals intelligence aircraft
- 12 Mi-24P attack helicopters
- 5 Mi-8AMTSh transport helicopters

Moscow also prepared to deploy Iskander-M short-range ballistic missile systems to Hmeimim. Effective close air support would be critical to the ground offensives in cities such as Aleppo, Homs, Dayr az Zawr, Daraa, Damascus, Palmyra, and other locations. Russia also secured permission to fly long-range bombers over Iranian and Iraqi territory.

To coordinate its air-ground campaign, Russia integrated military operations with the Syrian and Iranian governments, including setting up a Coordination Center for Reconciliation of Opposing Sides (CCROS), headquartered at Hmeimim air base. Russia also helped establish a coordination center in
FIGURE 2.3.1 Satellite Imagery of Tartus, September 2015
SOURCE CSIS.

FIGURE 2.3.2 Satellite Imagery of Tartus, September 2015
SOURCE CSIS.
Baghdad, which included liaisons from Syria, Iran, Iraq, and Israel. The center facilitated intelligence sharing and deconflicted air operations.61 Back in Moscow, the Russians used the National Defense Management Center to organize and coordinate the war effort, including intelligence analysis. The Russians were able to observe aviation, missile forces, and long-range high-precision weapons on screens in real time.62 Figure 2.4 provides an overview of Russian aircraft and systems at and around Hmeimim air base in September 2015, just before the start of its campaign. The imagery indicates that Hmeimim underwent significant construction to prepare for the Russian incursion, including construction of a new helicopter base, S-300 and S-400 surface-to-air missile (SAM) battery positions, base defense positions, and military storage areas.

**Maneuver**

The second component of Moscow’s strategy involved non-Russian maneuver units on the ground. Unlike Moscow’s approach in Afghanistan in the 1980s, which involved a heavy footprint of 115,000 Soviet forces to support the Soviet-backed People’s Democratic Party of Afghanistan government, Russian political and military leaders adopted a vastly different approach in Syria beginning in 2015.63 Syrian army forces, not the Russian army, would serve as the main maneuver element to take back territory. They would be supported by militia forces such as Lebanese Hezbollah (which received support from Iran’s IRGC-QF) and private military contractors such as the Wagner Group (which received training, money, and other aid from the Russian military).64 These forces would conduct most of the maneuver warfare and hold territory once it was cleared, with help from Russian special operations forces on the ground.65

Russian leaders were under no illusions that they faced a daunting task.66 Yet Russian military leaders nevertheless concluded that there were some Syrian army units—that were capable and could be effective against rebel forces. As Gerasimov recalled, “Some parts [of the Syrian armed forces] were still able to perform key tasks.”67 To aid these ground units, however, the Russians would need to deploy advisers, including special operations forces. In 2013, Russia had announced the creation of a Special Operations Command and Special Operations Forces.68 The next year, the Russians had effectively used special operations forces to annex Crimea from Ukraine.

These types of forces would be needed in Syria. As Gerasimov later acknowledged, “there is a group of [Russian] military advisors in every [Syrian] unit—battalion, brigade, regiment, or division. Essentially they plan combat operations.”69 While Russia’s mix of airpower and maneuver would be similar in some ways to the U.S. model in Kosovo in 1999, Afghanistan in 2001, and Libya in 2011, it was different in one critical respect.70 As highlighted in Chapter 4, Russia adopted a punishment strategy, not a population-centric one characterized by winning local hearts and minds.71 Russian and allied military forces were prepared to inflict civilian harm on opposition-controlled areas using artillery and indiscriminate area weapons such as thermobaric, incendiary, and cluster munitions.72 As the Russians demonstrated in Grozny during the Second Chechen War, a punishment strategy is designed to raise the societal costs of continued resistance and coerce rebels to give up.73 Russian strategy, then, would include a heavy dose of punishment directed at Syrian rebels and their supporters.

**Conclusion**

By the end of September 2015, Russia began its campaign with airstrikes in support of Syrian and other ground forces around the cities of Homs and Hama. While Russia had conducted some air operations during the First and Second Chechen Wars in the 1990s and 2000s, as well as in Georgia in 2008, Russian pilots had flown few combat sorties since then.74
Russia’s decision to intervene—including why and how Russian leaders chose to intervene—needs to be understood through a Russian government lens. Influential figures such as President Vladimir Putin, Minister of Defense Sergey Shoygu, and Chief of the General Staff Valery Gerasimov were deeply worried that Syria, a major ally in the Middle East, was in danger of undergoing regime change brought about by the United States and its partners. As Gerasimov argued, the history of U.S. intervention in countries such as Afghanistan, Iraq, and Libya showed “that a perfectly thriving state can, in a matter of months and even days, be transformed into an arena of fierce armed conflict, become a victim of foreign intervention, and sink into a web of chaos, humanitarian catastrophe, and civil war.” Moscow decided it could not let that happen in Syria. Russia’s decision to intervene in Syria, then, was partly motivated by great power competition with the United States.

In debating a strategy to achieve its main goals, Moscow settled on a combination of airpower and ground maneuver forces using non-Russian soldiers that allowed Russia to enter the war at an acceptable cost. It was still a huge gamble since Moscow had not conducted an out-of-area operation of this magnitude since the end of the Cold War. Russian leaders had closely examined previous U.S., Russian, and other military campaigns in settling on a strategy that involved a heavy Russian focus on stand-off attacks from air, naval, and artillery assets as well as clandestine help from special operations forces, intelligence units, and private military contractors. Still, no plan survives contact with the enemy, to paraphrase Helmuth von Moltke the Elder, the Prussian Field Marshal. Consequently, Russian leaders would have to see how their strategy translated into operations.
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The Military Campaign
This chapter examines Russia’s operations and tactics by conducting a campaign analysis. Moscow’s broad objectives for the Syrian intervention described in the previous chapter—to stabilize the Assad regime and counter efforts by the United States and its partners—provided the strategic framing for how the Russian military defined its roles and missions for the war, the phasing and geography of the campaign, and its operations and tactics in the air and on the ground. The core of Russia’s military strategy was for Syrian, Iranian, and Shia militias to conduct the bulk of the ground war, while Russia enabled advances with airpower, intelligence, and fire support. However, the realities on the ground of a decimated Syrian army and an Iranian partner with differing battlefield priorities and similar if not greater influence in Damascus meant Russia would have only limited control over pro-regime campaign planning and would need to introduce more of its own expeditionary forces to bolster overall effectiveness on the ground. Over the course of the intervention, these complexities of combined arms and alliance warfare would compel greater Russian integration into the formulation and execution of pro-regime operations and instill key lessons for the Russian military on how to conduct a limited military and counterterrorism campaign in today’s Middle East.

Overall, Russia’s Syria campaign was successful in achieving Moscow’s strategic objectives—securing the Assad regime in western Syria and gradually reasserting its control over the rest of the country—at a manageable cost in terms of Russian casualties and finances. Russian efforts benefited from having only limited objectives for stabilizing and governing reconquered territory. The Russian military also benefited from facing insurgent groups that failed to coordinate and lacked key support.
defensive assets. The groups also lacked sufficient will from foreign backers to contest regime advances or risk escalation with Russia. Russian operations and tactics were well aligned to its strategic goals, focusing on airpower and special forces to enable regime offensives on the ground. Russia gradually improved its air-ground integration with pro-regime forces over the course of the campaign to a level sufficient to defeat increasingly beleaguered opposition and Islamic State fighters. Russian targeting and tactics centered on employing heavy, persistent, and often indiscriminate air strikes in urban areas to reduce the will of rebel fighters and civilian populations to resist while focusing precision capabilities on insurgent formations during battle and key standalone targets, such as bases, headquarters, and logistics hubs.

This chapter begins by providing an overview of Russia’s primary military roles, missions, and order-of-battle for the Syrian intervention. It then provides a detailed military analysis of the key phases of the Russian military campaign, beginning with the early stages of intervention in 2015, the recapture of Aleppo in 2016, and the campaign against the Islamic State in central and eastern Syria in 2017 and 2018. It concludes with an outlook for future Russian operations in Syria, namely in Idlib Province and the country’s northeast.

**Russian Roles and Missions**

The centerpiece of Russia’s military intervention in Syria has been the Russian aerospace forces (VKS), which have conducted an extensive offensive air campaign to enable pro-regime ground forces (e.g., the Syrian army and associated militias, Lebanese Hezbollah, IRGC-QF, and an array of foreign Shia fighters) to regain territory from the Syrian opposition and the Islamic State for the Assad regime. To facilitate Russian air operations and pro-regime ground advances, Russia also deployed a range of ground forces, including special operations and intelligence specialists, naval infantry and military police, artillery and rocket units, air defense batteries, and logistics and combat service support specialists, to advise and enable pro-regime troops. As fighting intensified, Russia also integrated more private military contractors (PMCs) into the campaign, exploiting their similarities to Russian Spetsnaz in terms of skill sets while limiting regular Russian military casualties and providing deniability for some Russian actions.

Additional details of Russia’s air, ground, and sea order-of-battle are provided in the Appendix.

**Air and Air Defense Forces**

Formed in August 2015 to bring together Russia’s air, air defense, missile defense, and space forces, the VKS put Russian strategic air assets under one organizational command to enable more effective deployment of airpower for military campaigns. For the Syria campaign, the Russian VKS deployed a mixed aviation group of fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft to its primary base at Hmeimim air base in Latakia Province to provide airpower and reconnaissance support to pro-regime forces. Russian airpower in Syria varied throughout the campaign based on battlefield needs, ranging from approximately 20-50 fixed-wing attack and multirole aircraft and 16-40 attack and transport helicopters. Most Russian airstrikes were planned in advance using information compiled from ground, air, and space reconnaissance assets, and Russian pilots enjoyed a largely uncontested, permissive airspace with a minimal surface-to-air threat from opposition and terrorist forces on the ground.

Russia employed multiple generations of Russian combat aircraft, including Su-24 bombers, Su-25SM/UB attack aircraft (third-generation), Su-30SM heavy multirole fighters, Su-34 fighter-bombers, Su-35 air superiority fighters (fourth-generation), and even the Su-57 (fifth-generation) for a short period of time. From September 2015 to January 2018, the Russian VKS carried out over 34,000 combat sorties, with Su-24s and Su-34s serving as the primary strike aircraft, averaging 40-50 missions per day. Russian helicopters were also used extensively in ground attack and fire support roles—including the Mi-8AMTSh, Mi-24P, Mi-28N Havoc, Ka-52 Hokum, and Mi-35M systems—as well as for reconnaissance and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Key Personnel / Equipment</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Estimated Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ground</td>
<td>• <strong>Regular Forces</strong>: naval infantry; airborne units; artillerymen; other ground forces</td>
<td>Direct fires; battlefield reconnaissance; specific assault missions; protection of Russian bases; train-advice-assist; minefield clearing</td>
<td>Approximately 3,000-5,000, with peak as high as 6,000 in 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• <strong>Special Operations Forces</strong>: Komandovanie sil spetsial’nalnykh operatsii (KSO); Spetsnaz advisers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• <strong>Military Police</strong>: Chechen and Ingush fighters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• <strong>Private Military Contractors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• <strong>Paramilitary</strong> (engineers)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air</td>
<td>• <strong>Fixed-wing</strong>: Su-24 Fencer/-D bomber; Su-25 Frogfoot close air support; Su-30SM Flanker-H multirole fighter; Su-34 Frontline bomber; Su-35 Flanker-E strike fighter; Tu-22 Backfire bomber; Tu-95 Bear-H strategic bomber; Tu-160 Blackjack heavy bomber</td>
<td>Ground attack; fire support; reconnaissance; troop transport</td>
<td>20-50 combat aircraft; 16-40 attack &amp; transport helicopters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• <strong>Rotary-wing</strong>: Mi-24P Hind-F attack helicopter; Mi-28N Havoc attack helicopter; Mi-35M Hind-E attack helicopter, Ka-52 Hocum-B attack helicopter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligence,</td>
<td>• <strong>Fixed-wing</strong>: Il-20M Coot-A reconnaissance craft; Tu-214R reconnaissance craft; A-50U Mainstay AEW&amp;C; UAVs (e.g., Orlon-10, Forpost)</td>
<td>Reconnaissance support</td>
<td>2-4 named ISR aircraft and 50-70 UAVs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveillance, and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconnaissance (ISR)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Defense</td>
<td>• <strong>Long-range</strong>: S-400 (Sa-21 Growler); S-300V/FM (Sa-12 Gladiator/Giant) (SA-N-20); S-300V4</td>
<td>Protection of key bases &amp; airfields</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• <strong>Medium-range</strong>: S-200VE (Sa-5 Gammon)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• <strong>Short-range</strong>: Pantsir-S1 (SS-22 Greyhound); Tor-M2U (Sa-15 Gauntlet)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naval</td>
<td>• <strong>Surface Ships</strong>: Buyan-class corvettes; Gepard-class frigates; ASW vessels; guided-missile cruisers &amp; destroyers; Adm. Kuznetsov carrier in 2016</td>
<td>Strike support; logistical support; ASW</td>
<td>Several dozen surface combatants on rotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• <strong>Subsurface Vessels</strong>: Kilo-class submarines armed w/ Kalibr missiles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistics</td>
<td>• <strong>Naval vessels</strong>: landing ships; auxiliary vessels</td>
<td>Transport of personnel, materiel, and weapons into theater</td>
<td>Dozens of ships and aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• <strong>Aircraft</strong>: Il-76 and An-124 heavy transport aircraft</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic</td>
<td>• <strong>Ground-based</strong>: Krasukha-4; Borisoglebsk-2</td>
<td>Jamming; protecting Russian bases from air reconnaissance</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warfare</td>
<td>• <strong>Airborne</strong>: Vietbsk; Khibiny</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*FIGURE 3.1 Key Components of Russian Force Composition in Syria*

*SOURCE CSIS.*
transport functions. Russia dedicated a small number of manned airborne intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) assets into theater, including two legacy IL-20 “Coots” and on occasion the new Tu-214R ISR aircraft. Russian UAVs played a primary role reconnoitering targets for airstrikes and artillery fires by Russian and Syrian army forces, namely the Orlan-10 Forpost UAV.9

In Syria, Russia combined its air defense assets with the Syrian military to maximize coverage for the pro-regime campaign while focusing its own dedicated coverage on strategic infrastructure at Hmeimim air base and Tartus naval base. Key air defense systems, including the S-400 (SA-21 Growler), S-300V (Sa-23), and S-300FM (sea-based), provided long-range defense from ballistic and cruise missiles.10 Other air defense systems were short- and medium-range systems primarily focused on point defense.11

**Ground Forces**

Totaling between 3,000 to upwards of 5,000-6,000 forces during the campaign, Russian ground forces in Syria comprised a mix of expeditionary forces; light armored artillery, rocket, and missile forces; and specialists, including engineers and military police.12 Russia’s expeditionary cadre served primarily to advise and enable Syrian forces and numbered in the several thousand, including recently formed special operations forces from Russia’s Special Operations Command (Komandovanie sil spetsial’nykh operatsii, or KSO) special operation forces, Spetsnaz advisers and intelligence specialists, naval infantry and airborne units, and PMCs.13 These ground units focused on battlefield reconnaissance for guiding Russian artillery fires and airstrikes, training and advising partner forces, and special security missions, including specific assault missions and securing Russian bases. Russia deployed additional ground units for specialized tasks, including combat engineers and counter-IED specialists, as well as hundreds of military police composed of Sunni Muslim Chechen and Ingush fighters to help stabilize cleared areas and manage de-escalation zones.

Russian artillery and armored units provided organic fire support and force protection to ground operations, including MSTA-B towed artillery batteries and T-90A tanks. Fire support systems were also provided to Syrian units, particularly the T-72B3 tank.14 Russian rockets, including the advanced TOS-1 Buratino and BM-30 Smerch multiple rocket launch systems (MLRS), and mobile short-range ballistic missile (SRBM) systems, including the Tochka (SS-21) and Iskander M (SS-26 Stone), provided additional fire support and strike capabilities.15

**Naval Forces**

The Russian navy fulfilled two key roles in Syria: support of ground combat operations through surface ship- and submarine-launched missile fires and providing logistical support to the military campaign. Russia’s strike-capable naval presence at the port of Tartus and offshore varied based on operational needs, drawing from the Black Sea and Northern Fleets. Key assets included Admiral Grigorovich-class guided-missile frigates, the Marshal Ustinov guided-missile cruiser, Severomorsk anti-submarine warfare (ASW) ship, and Kilo-class submarines. The Grigorovich-class frigate and Kilo-class submarines, in particular, provided occasional strike support from Kalibr family land-attack cruise missiles (LACMs) against opposition and Islamic State targets, including from the Russian navy’s Caspian Sea flotilla.16 The Russian navy also deployed its sole aircraft carrier, the Admiral Kuznetsov, and an associated carrier strike group to Syria from October 2016 to January 2017. While primarily serving as a symbol of Russia’s global power projection capabilities, the carrier did provide some strike support for operations around Aleppo, including sorties from Su-33s and MiG-29KR/KUBRs combat aircraft deployed aboard.17

**Russian Campaign Analysis**

Russia’s military intervention in Syria can be divided into three campaign phases centered around different but intertwined strategic objectives: stabilizing the Assad
regime in core areas of western Syria (September 2015 to spring 2016); going on the offensive in the west to recapture Aleppo (spring 2016 to spring 2017); and countering the Islamic State in central and eastern Syria (spring 2017 to spring 2018). This phasing, however, is retrospective and was not the result of deliberate Russian planning and strategy prior to their intervention. Rather, where Russia concentrated its military power was primarily a reaction to pro-regime forces on the ground and determined jointly with Syrian and Iranian partners based on assessed battlefield priorities. Pro-regime strategy, and Russia’s combat role with it, reflected a consistent prioritization of stabilizing the Assad regime and defeating the opposition in western Syria over operations against the Islamic State until Aleppo was retaken. While airpower remained Russia’s primary contribution throughout the phases of the campaign, battlefield needs precipitated a steady increase in specialized ground forces, including artillery units, forward air controllers, KSO, Spetsnaz intelligence specialists, military police, and, increasingly, PMCs. Russia based command and the majority of VKS assets at an expanded Hmeimim airfield while also expanding its air and ground assets to new bases in central Syria as territory was retaken, including the Tiyas (T-4) and Dayr az Zawr airfields.

**Campaign 1**

**Stabilizing the Civil War: September 2015-April 2016**

**Campaign Objective:** The primary objective of Russia’s initial combat entry into the Syrian war in the fall of 2015 and early 2016 centered on stabilizing the key battlefronts against the Syrian opposition and the Islamic State that threatened the Assad regime’s control of western Syria. With contested fronts in core regime areas such as Damascus, Homs, Hama, Aleppo, and Latakia defended and stabilized, regime forces, enabled by Russian airpower, could then seize the initiative and move onto the offensive to reassert regime power in Syria’s vital western corridor.  

**Russian Roles and Missions:** Russia’s primary combat role was airpower, conducting strikes against fixed opposition and Islamic State targets and enabling pro-regime forces to make advances on the ground. By late 2015, Russia began introducing small numbers of special forces, Spetsnaz intelligence operators, and forward air controllers to embed with pro-regime troops and facilitate Russian air support. Russian targeting in this stage of the war prioritized striking Syrian armed opposition groups in core rebel-controlled areas of western Syria, with only periodic airstrikes against Islamic State targets in central and eastern Syria, namely in Raqqa and Dayr az Zawr. Russia’s initial deployment of strike aircraft was to Hmeimim airfield, including Su-24M2 bombers, Su-25S attack aircraft, Su-34 fighter-bombers, and Mi-24P attack helicopters. This expanded in early 2016 to include newer advanced aircraft, including the Su-30SM heavy multirole fighter, Su-35S air superiority fighter, and Mi-35M attack helicopter, and to new bases in western and central Syria, such as the Shayrat and Tiyas airfields.

While Russian air forces conducted periodic strikes against rebel strongpoints (such as Idlib and eastern cities in Aleppo Province) and Islamic State facilities, the focused use of Russian airpower to enable pro-regime advances was concentrated in four key contested operational theaters: northern Latakia; the M5 Highway in Homs and Hama Provinces; Aleppo Province; and Greater Damascus.

**Theater 1**

**Northern Latakia: Securing the Coastal Regions, Alawite Heartland**

**Objective:** Among Russia’s first battlefield priorities was to enable Syrian forces to reclaim control of Latakia Province, the coastal stronghold of Assad’s Alawite sect and, along with neighboring Tartus Province to the south, site of Russia’s key military infrastructure in the country, including the port of Tartus and Hmeimim airfield. Pro-regime and opposition forces had engaged in fierce battles since 2013 for control of strategic hilltop towns in northeastern Latakia’s Jabal Turkmen
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and Jabal al-Akrad ranges, with opposition fighters making significant advances into the province in 2015. Seeing Assad’s Alawite heartland and its own strategic interests under threat, Russia sought to employ its airpower advantage to reverse opposition momentum, stabilize regime defense lines, and expand the regime’s coastal stronghold buffer. From there, Russia also sought to enable pro-regime forces to retake vital territory in northwest Hamah Province, the Ghab Valley, and adjoining terrain in Idlib Province which fell to the opposition in the summer of 2015.22

Figure 3.2.1 provides imagery of Hmeimim air base near the height of the Russian air campaign in Syria. Key additions to the air base between September 2015 and December 2015 include significantly more Russian combat aircraft and attack helicopters, the S-300 SAM battery, expanded support and storage areas, and more base defense positions.

Figure 3.2.2 further details the Russian military aircraft apron at Hmeimim, which included numerous Su-24 strike aircraft, Su-25 ground attack aircraft, Su-34 strike aircraft, an S-300 SAM battery nearby, and other rotary-wing and fixed-wing aircraft.

Operations: From September 30 through the end of 2015, Russian airstrikes consistently targeted opposition positions in northeastern Latakia, particularly those of capable, well-armed groups such as the 1st Coastal Division, Ahrar al-Sham, and Nusrah Front.23 Russian strikes intensified in Latakia in late November following the Turkish downing of an Russian Su-24M attack aircraft, focusing on the rebels’ Turkmen contingents backed by Ankara. Nonetheless, Russian periodic airstrikes alone proved indecisive, as opposition and regime forces continued to swap hold of key terrain in fierce cycles of attacks and counterattacks.24 The advantage shifted to the regime in early 2016 with the introduction of Russian Spetsnaz and forward air controllers to direct more precise Russian and regime airstrikes on opposition strongpoints.25

The Russian-backed regime counter-offensive first moved to seize the strategic fortress town of Salma, which held commanding terrain and put the regime and Russia’s Latakia facilities in range of opposition rockets and missiles.26 On January 12, pro-regime forces including the Syrian Republican Guard, Lebanese Hezbollah, and local militia seized control of Salma with support from Russian advisers, who enabled as many as 200 Russian airstrikes.27 Having penetrated the opposition’s main defensive line, pro-regime forces pressed the advantage to move on Rabia, the last major opposition stronghold in the province, which fell on January 24.28

Despite intensive Russian airstrikes in Hama’s Ghab Valley and key opposition strongpoints and transit junctures near Jisr al-Shugur in Idlib Province, the pro-regime counter-offensive stalled after seizing Rabia, as dug-in, well-armed opposition forces across Ghab Valley, including Nusrah Front, effectively stymied further advances.29

Result: Russian airstrikes, once integrated into operations on the ground, played a decisive role in enabling pro-regime forces to expel opposition forces from Latakia and preserve the regime’s coastal Alawite stronghold. In addition to fixed-wing strike aircraft, the introduction of Russian Mi-24 Hind and Mi-35M attack helicopters served as “airborne artillery” for the pro-regime advance, suppressing opposition counterattacks and neutralizing the ground advantage their TOW anti-tank guided missiles previously provided.30 This airpower advantage was negated, however, once pro-regime forces encountered superior opposition forces spread across well-defended, more expansive terrain in the Ghab Valley and Idlib Province.

Theater 2

Homs and Hama: Securing the Western Corridor

Objective: While stabilizing the defense lines of Syria’s coastal region, pro-regime forces sought to further strengthen Assad’s control over the vital western corridor connecting Damascus to Syria’s other key cities—Homs, Hama, and Aleppo. With Hama and Homs under control by the summer of 2014, pro-regime forces
**FIGURE 3.2.1** Hmeimim Air Base, December 2015
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**FIGURE 3.2.2** Hmeimim Air Base, December 2015
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sought to eliminate the remaining opposition pockets still threatening the corridor’s M5 Highway in those provinces but faced stiff opposition resistance. Similar to operations in northeastern Latakia, Russian forces in the fall of 2015 sought to employ airpower to enable pro-regime advances and seize opposition territory in northern Homs Province and northern Hama Province adjoining Idlib.

**Operations:** From September 30, 2015 through the end of the year, Russian warplanes consistently targeted rebel-held pockets near the towns of Talibseh and Rastan in Homs Province and Kafr Zita, Al Latamneh, and Morek in Hama Province. In Homs, Russian airstrikes sought to enable regime troops to finish their two-year siege of the area, while in Hama, regime forces sought to extend control up the M5 Highway to the approaches of Idlib. Russian airstrikes intensified in the northern Homs pocket, in particular in early February 2016 as Russian and regime forces sought to win control of the area before the U.S.-Russian negotiated cessation of hostilities came into effect nationwide.

**Result:** Despite heavy Russian and regime airstrikes, opposition forces defeated both pro-regime ground offensives and held onto both the Homs and Hama pockets. Well-armed, experienced, and mobile opposition groups were able to avoid destructive Russian air strikes and neutralize regime armored advances. Unlike the regime offensive in Latakia, the combination of less capable pro-regime troops and imprecise air-to-ground targeting due to the lack of Russian forward air controllers prevented significant regime advances. The northern Homs pocket would not fall to the regime until spring 2018.

**Theater 3**

**Aleppo: Setting the Stage**

**Objective:** As Syria’s largest city, industrial center, and heart of the Syrian opposition, the city of Aleppo was the principal strategic and symbolic objective for pro-regime forces by the fall of 2015. Fierce battle lines were drawn from regime-held west Aleppo and the opposition-held east, and multiple regime attempts to encircle the opposition stronghold had failed against well-armed and motivated groups. The Assad regime and Iran saw Russia’s intervention as an opportunity to shift the military balance in Aleppo, complete the encirclement, and seize control of the city. To do so, Russian airpower focused on three axes: to the east of Aleppo, to clear the Islamic State from key terrain and military facilities; to the north, to cut off rebel supply lines from Turkey; and to the southwest, to reduce opposition pressure coming from Idlib and western Aleppo.

**Operations:** On the eastern axis, Russian forces sought to support pro-regime efforts to relieve several hundred regime troops who had been besieged by the Islamic State for three years at Kuweires airfield, which held key terrain east of Aleppo and could serve as a launching point for operations to the north of the city. Beginning in mid-October, a month of intensive Russian airstrikes on Islamic State positions enabled pro-regime forces, including the elite Syrian “Tiger Forces” militia and hundreds of Iranian-backed Shia proxies, to advance toward the airfield, finally lifting the siege in mid-November. With the Islamic State cleared east of the city, pro-regime forces could press from there to the north and attempt to complete the encirclement.

Pro-regime focus turned to the strategic terrain north of Aleppo, enabled through Russian airpower and the introduction of elite Russian Spetsnaz and IRGC-QF advisers on the ground. With heavy Iranian, Hezbollah, and Shia militia reinforcements, regime troops first sought to relieve the four-year opposition siege of two Shia villages, Nubl and Az Zahra, and with it simultaneously sever the primary supply line from Turkey into Aleppo from the Bab al Salameh border crossing through the Azaz corridor. After several months of Russian strikes on opposition supply lines and pro-regime advances from Kuweiris, Nubl and Az Zahra fell to the regime in early February. Over a period of two days, more than 100 Russian airstrikes, coordinated with IRGC-QF and Russian Spetsnaz advisers on the ground, enabled pro-regime troops to seize the towns and defeat rebel counter-offensives.
Russian action further weakened the opposition position in northwest Aleppo in mid-January, as Russian airstrikes enabled Kurdish People’s Protection Units (YPG) to make rapid advances, pushing east from Afrin through the Azaz corridor, just north of the Nubl and Az Zahra area regime forces seized the week prior.39 YPG troops seized the key town of Tel Rifaat, Menagh air base, and other villages, as overwhelmed opposition forces—facing the Islamic State to the east, the regime to the south, the YPG to the west, and continual Russian airstrikes—were forced to concede the area.40

While facilitating the regime’s strategic gains to the north, Russian forces also conducted repeated airstrikes against rebel strongpoints in the southwest Aleppo countryside. A combination of regime, Iranian, Hezbollah, and Iraqi Shia militia forces with Russian support seized the key town of Khan Touman in late December, but opposition counter-offensives drawing fighters from Aleppo and Idlib were routinely able to stymie further regime gains, even reclaiming Khan Touman in May 2016.41

Result: Russian-enabled regime operations in Aleppo in the winter of 2015/2016, particularly the severing of the opposition supply line from Turkey, achieved strategic gains against the opposition and served to prepare the battlefield for encirclement, siege, and seizure of East Aleppo in the coming year. The deepening battlefield cooperation between Russian, regime, and Iranian forces and the integration of air-ground operations in Aleppo created a “proof of concept” that served as the blueprint for future pro-regime offensives in Syria.

Theater 4
Greater Damascus: Expanding the Regime’s Buffer

Objective: Multiple regime offensives against the opposition strongholds in the Damascus suburbs, particularly eastern Ghouta, had stalled since 2012, as had pro-regime attempts to push south from the capital into the Free Syrian Army-dominated Daraa Province. In addition to fighting capable opposition, regime forces in the capital also needed to combat the Islamic State, which pushed into central Syria in 2014 and seized Palmyra in May 2015. While prioritizing Russian assistance for offensives in Syria’s northwest, the Assad regime also sought to leverage Russian airpower to expand its defensive buffer around the capital against both the opposition and the Islamic State.

Operations: In the Damascus suburbs, Russian aircraft began heavily targeting opposition positions in October 2015, centered on the rebel stronghold of eastern Ghouta, while pro-regime troops continued sieges of opposition pockets south of the city, such as Daraya and Moadamiyah. Russian strikes continued in eastern Ghouta through January 2016, as pro-regime forces sought to weaken the opposition ahead of international-led negotiations for a cessation of hostilities. An alleged Russian strike in late December killed Zahran Alloush, the prominent commander of Jaysh al-Islam, one of Syria’s most powerful opposition groups.42 Despite relatively consistent Russian targeting, the eastern Ghouta operation lacked the same quality of pro-regime forces and concentrated periods of intense Russian strikes as the operations in Latakia and Aleppo, resulting in only marginal gains against a capable opposition.43

The Russian air campaign in southern Syria in the fall of 2015 centered on expanding regime control south down the vital Damascus-Daraa highway corridor and weakening the FSA-affiliated Southern Front, the umbrella organization for a number of moderate opposition factions dominant in the south.44 In December, Russian airstrikes began focusing on a regime offensive to seize the key junction town of Shaykh Miskin in central Daraa Province.45 The town fell to the Syrian army in January, enabling the regime to cut off a key line of communication to rebels in the Damascus area. Further regime offensives in Daraa in 2016 stalled, however, during the cessation of hostilities, but the Southern Front was unable to take significant additional ground.46

In the fall of 2015, the threat from the Islamic State was as acute to the regime’s stability in Damascus as
the threat from the Western Syria-based opposition. After seizing Palmyra, Islamic State forces pushed deeper west in Homs Province, captured the towns of Qaraytayn and Maheen, and threatened both Homs and Damascus. Russian airstrikes on these Islamic State positions began in November and took on new urgency following the Islamic State terrorist attack that downed Metrojet Flight 9268 travelling from Egypt to Moscow. Moscow employed for the first time Tu-22M3 and Tu-160 strategic bombers launched from Russian territory. Despite additional air assets, the Islamic State’s small mobile detachments and the Russian air force’s lack of dynamic targeting capabilities limited the effectiveness of these strikes. Pro-regime fortunes against the Islamic State changed in March 2016 as Russia shifted more air assets (including Ka-52, Mi-28N, and Mi-35M attack helicopters), artillery, and Spetsnaz advisers forward to the area to support a more capable ground force consisting of Syrian army, Hezbollah, and Iranian-backed militia fighters. By late March, pro-regime forces had reversed Islamic State gains in the Homs countryside and then, enabled by intensive Russian close air support, recaptured Palmyra.

Result: Russia’s air efforts in Greater Damascus played a key role in reducing the threat of an Islamic State push on the capital and expanding the regime’s security buffer to the south into Daraa and to the north in Homs Province. Russian airstrikes were less effective in facilitating regime gains in Damascus itself, as opposition forces remained well-armed and motivated in eastern Ghouta.

Campaign Assessment

While not necessarily synchronized, Russian air operations in key operational theaters in western Syria helped stabilize the regime’s main battlefronts and set the stage for more deliberate offensives against both the Syrian opposition and the Islamic State. Russian Minister of Defense Sergei Shoigu accurately summarized Russia’s early Syria campaign and operational priorities in a July 2016 speech in Moscow, stating that: “As of today, large groups of fighters have been destroyed in Hama and Homs, and fighters have been driven out of Latakia and from southern and northern Damascus. The primary transport route that connects the capital with the northern part of the country has been opened up. Palmyra and Al Qaryatayn, which have special significance, have been liberated.” As Figure 3.3 demonstrates, Russia’s early combat efforts were overwhelmingly focused on striking opposition
forces in western Syria, not operations against the Islamic State in eastern Syria.

The early phases of Russia’s Syria intervention also exposed the weaknesses of the Syrian army, which by 2016 was depleted to half of its pre-war strength, and the need to supplement regime regulars and militia with more capable Iranian and Hezbollah troops. Operations in Aleppo, Latakia, and Greater Damascus also revealed the need for Russian advisers and forward air controllers to embed with pro-regime contingents to better enable ground operations against well-armed, dug-in opposition fighters.

These early lessons on combined arms and alliance warfare were critical for the next phase of Russia’s intervention and the conduct of the pro-regime campaign. Exploiting the U.S. and Russian-negotiated cessation of hostilities to rest, refit, and reinforce with foreign militia fighters, the Syrian army was ready to resume major operations by late spring 2016. While Russia sought for this new pro-regime alliance to push into eastern Syria to parallel the U.S.-led campaign against the Islamic State, Moscow instead acquiesced to the regime and Iran’s priority: Aleppo.

**Campaign II**

**Winning the West: The Siege and Seizure of Aleppo: April 2016-April 2017**

**Campaign Objective:** As the U.S.-Russia negotiated cessation of hostilities collapsed by April 2016, the pro-regime alliance’s main effort turned to Aleppo. Russia’s strategic objective was for the regime to achieve a decisive and symbolic victory over the opposition, enabling the alliance to seize the initiative in the conflict and, with the civil war decided, to begin the push into eastern Syria against the Islamic State. Russia’s main military objective was to enable pro-regime forces to capture rebel-held East Aleppo while avoiding the high attrition and risk of a frontal assault. Russia assisted the regime, Iran, and Hezbollah in executing the siege-and-seize strategy they had previously used effectively in Homs and the Damascus suburbs. Having severed the rebels main supply line from Turkey in February, Russian efforts centered on cutting off the last route into East Aleppo from the west, the Castello Road. With the rebel enclave fully isolated, pro-regime troops could begin the main assault while pummeling civilian areas to induce their surrender and evacuation.

**Russian Roles and Missions:** The Aleppo campaign marked a shift in the level of direct Russian combat support on the ground in Syria. Command-and-control for the campaign fell under a Syrian, Russian, Iranian, and Hezbollah joint operations room at Al Safirah military base southeast of Aleppo. The IRGC-QF held overall ground command, and the Russian Aviation Group at Hmeimim orchestrated the air campaign. Russian airpower continued to target rebel strongpoints around the East Aleppo enclave and key terrain north and west of the city while conducting punitive strikes against populations in those areas. To help orchestrate a more concerted pro-regime air-ground and fire support integration, Russia forward deployed KSO, Spetsnaz, and artillery batteries to the main pro-regime battlefronts to direct Russian and regime air and artillery strikes. Supplementing Russia’s in-theater strike assets were out-of-area cruise missiles, with Kalibr strikes launched from naval assets in the Caspian and Mediterranean Seas. More useful in enabling pro-regime ground operations were Russian intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) assets, including an Orlan 10 UAV attachment.

The pro-regime campaign was executed in three main phases: (1) to complete the encirclement of East Aleppo; (2) to intensify the siege of the rebel enclave; and (3) to seize the area through a combination of force and negotiation.

**Phase 1**

**Complete Encirclement: May–September 2016**

**Objective:** Russia and pro-regime forces’ primary objective in the first phase of the Aleppo campaign...
was to enable pro-regime troops north of Aleppo to push south and cut off the Castello Road, the main west-to-east artery into East Aleppo from Idlib Province and Turkey and the last remaining supply line for the rebels. Russian air and artillery also supported Iran-led efforts southwest of the city to prevent opposition fighters in the Aleppo countryside from connecting with East Aleppo and breaking the siege.

**Operations:** Russian air forces began preparing the battlefield in May and June with intensive airstrikes on Castello Road, with Russian strikes in Aleppo exceeding pre-cessation of hostilities (CoH) levels as well as the majority of Russian strikes conducted nationwide on a daily basis.\(^{54}\) As pro-regime troops made advances south toward the road, led by the highly capable Syrian Tiger Forces militia under Colonel Suhail Hassan, Russian air targeting honed in on specific junctures and opposition strongpoints to enable pro-regime movements and to make the road impassable for opposition and humanitarian convoys.\(^{55}\) By early July, pro-regime troops moved into artillery range of Castello Road and captured the key Mallah Farms area north of the road, putting almost the entire road under fire.\(^{56}\) Finally, in late July, a pro-regime push south—led by Tiger Forces and Hezbollah fighters—and a Kurdish advance north from their East Aleppo enclave, Sheikh Maqsoud, enabled regime forces to take full control of the road.\(^{57}\) East Aleppo was finally encircled. Russian naval infantry and military police took up positions along the road, nominally to assist UN-led efforts to facilitate humanitarian aid into East Aleppo as part of U.S.-Russian negotiations. In reality, however, they were designed to cut off rebels in East Aleppo from supplies.\(^{58}\)

In early August, rebel forces broke the siege, not along the Castello Road but in Aleppo’s southwest. They mounted a major counterattack from the western Aleppo countryside through the Ramouseh area of regime-held West Aleppo, as depicted in Figure 3.4. A mix of Nusrah Front and more moderate opposition forces broke a one-mile gap in the regime’s siege lines and seized the Ramouseh Artillery College and industrial district, taking strategic terrain controlling the entry into West Aleppo.\(^{59}\) Russian aircraft responded with heavy airstrikes on the opposition assault force and potential reinforcements along the M5 Highway in the southern Aleppo countryside while providing direct air support for the several thousand Hezbollah-led Shia militia reinforcements sent to retake the so-called “Ramouseh Gap.”\(^{60}\) Reinforced further by Tiger Forces militia deployed from northern Aleppo and massive Russian air barrages, the pro-regime contingent of Syrian army, Hezbollah, Iraqi, and Afghan Shia fighters were able retake Ramouseh in early September and reimpose the siege.\(^{61}\)

**Result:** With massive Russian air support and thousands of Shia militia reinforcements led by elite Hezbollah and Tiger Forces units, pro-regime forces were able to make up for the continuing shortfalls of Syrian army capabilities to maintain control of the Castello Road and retake the Ramouseh area, leaving East Aleppo fully encircled again by late September. While successful, Russia’s air operations were not risk-free. Opposition forces in August in the northern Idlib town of Saraqib shot down a Russian Mi-8 helicopter returning to Hmeimim airfield, killing five Russian troops onboard.\(^{62}\) Russian warplanes retaliated immediately, dropping cluster and incendiary munitions on opposition towns in Idlib and Aleppo.\(^{63}\) Russia employed similar tactics in the next stage of the Aleppo campaign.

**Phase 2**

**Intensify Siege:**

**September–October 2016**

**Objective:** With East Aleppo fully encircled, Russia’s next objective was to enable pro-regime troops to divide the area into more manageable enclaves for clearing and seizure, centered first on the enclave south of Castello Road. Along with Syrian army and foreign Shia militia reinforcements, Russia deployed more key fire support assets forward to the area, including high-end systems, such as the BM-30 multiple rocket launcher and TOS-1A “Buratino” surface-to-surface rocket firing
thermobaric warheads, to destroy opposition positions and weaken morale.64

**Operations:** Enabled by increasingly accurate Russian artillery and airstrikes, pro-regime forces in late September pressed the offensive on the northern edge of East Aleppo, engaging in fierce battles and ultimately seizing the Handarat refugee camp, which occupied critical high ground over East Aleppo.65 Russian fixed-wing aircraft simultaneously continued to strike opposition targets across the northern and western sectors, penetrating opposition frontlines by mid-October.66

Russian airstrikes were equally intensive in southwest Aleppo, attempting to soften the ground for future pro-regime advances and to prevent a repeat of when opposition forces were able to break the siege in Ramouseh. A last rebel offensive, focused on the 1070 Housing Project on the southern approaches to Aleppo, temporarily broke through the regime’s outer siege line but was retaken by regime, Hezbollah, and Iranian-led militia in late October.67 Despite Russian air support, pro-regime troops were unable to penetrate opposition defense lines in the south.

**Result:** From late September to late October, heavy Russian air and artillery strikes enabled pro-regime troops to seize East Aleppo’s key northern enclave but made minimal gains across the city’s other siege lines due to motivated opposition forces well-entrenched in urban terrain. However, weeks of intensive bombardment targeting opposition headquarters and key civilian infrastructure—including electrical grids, water plants, and hospitals—left the rebels severely weakened. After Russia declared a temporary pause in their campaign in late October, urging a rebel surrender, pro-regime forces launched a final, all-out assault.

**Phase 3**

**Clear and Capture:**

**November–December 2016**

**Objective:** Russia and the regime’s objective in November was to capture East Aleppo by the end of the year through a combination of swift, directed ground assaults and negotiated evacuations of opposition fighters and civilian supporters.68 In addition to air and artillery, Russia increased its special operations and reconnaissance presence on the ground, training and advising Syrian army and militia forces and directing increasingly precise strikes against diminishing rebel strongpoints.69

**Operations:** Pro-regime forces moved first on the northeast district of Hanano, pushing west in an
attempt to bisect East Aleppo in half. In late November, intensive Russian strikes on the district, coupled with Tiger Forces-led assaults, compelled opposition forces to withdraw from the area and left the remaining rebel groups in the northern sector exposed to encirclement, prompting a full opposition withdrawal south. The opposition lost one-third of its East Aleppo enclave in this Russian-enabled assault.

Pro-regime troops—including Iranian-backed Palestinian, Iraqi, and Afghan militia—next pressed into the central sector, taking the opposition stronghold of al-Sha‘ar and then the historic Old City by December 7. Simultaneously, pro-regime forces backed by Russian firepower pushed into southeast Aleppo’s Sheikh Saeed district and forced the opposition to withdraw from all of Aleppo’s eastern districts and fall back in the southern sector, joined by retreating fighters from the Old City. Regime forces held more than three-quarters of East Aleppo by December 12. Figure 3.5 depicts how quickly opposition forces relinquished control over the eastern part of the city from October through December.

**Result:** Facing slaughter in South Aleppo’s more open terrain, insurgents agreed to a ceasefire on December 13 brokered by Russia and Turkey that allowed remaining opposition fighters and civilians to evacuate to Idlib and western Aleppo. By late December, the regime had regained full control of Aleppo.

**Campaign Assessment**
The siege and seizure of Aleppo for the Assad regime proved to be the pivotal battle in the Syrian Civil War. With the opposition’s strategic and symbolic stronghold retaken, pro-regime forces could now contain the remaining armed opposition in northern Syria to the Greater Idlib and eastern Damascus pockets. In addition, pro-regime forces could execute slow but steady sieges backed by punitive Russian air strikes to weaken and eventually retake these areas. In the south, the combination of a U.S.-Russia-Jordan-negotiated ceasefire agreement for the region in 2017 and Western powers’ own decision, along with local partners, to end support to armed opposition

---

**FIGURE 3.5 Loss of Territory by Rebel Groups in Aleppo, 2016**

groups there obviated the need for another major regime offensive. Thus, by early 2017, the pro-regime alliance could shift focus from the civil war in western Syria to what the Russians had sought before the Aleppo campaign: a push into central and eastern Syria. However, the focus on Aleppo had come at a cost: the loss of Palmyra to the Islamic State in December 2016, after waves of mobile Islamic State units overwhelmed poorly trained regime holding forces.

Russian forces likely took several lessons from the Aleppo campaign and applied them in the eastern offensive. First, the Syrian army had been severely weakened through the course of the war and needed Russian special forces and intelligence personnel to train, organize, advise, and embed with them to be an effective fighting force; the same was true of similar, parallel advisory efforts from Iran and Hezbollah. Second, despite Russia’s preference to work “by, with, and through” the Syrian army, coordination with Iran and Hezbollah at the operational and tactical levels was vital to effective ground operations and would be even more critical when fighting mobile Islamic State units. Finally, retaking territory from opposition or Islamic State fighters required tough urban and rural clearing operations that exposed ground combatants to high casualties. Rather than relying solely on Russian military and intelligence personnel, Moscow increased its use of private military contractors with similar skill sets but without official Russian status.

**Campaign III**

**Countering the Islamic State in the East: Spring 2017–Winter 2018**

**Campaign Objective:** Beginning in 2017, Russia’s main objective for the campaign into eastern Syria was to clear the Islamic State from key terrain in central Syria that still threatened Damascus. Moscow then aimed to push east to retake Dayr az Zawr, the Islamic State’s second largest urban stronghold in Syria after Raqqa, where pro-regime forces had been besieged since 2014. While assisting the Assad regime in reclaiming territory and reestablishing its control in the east, Russia’s secondary objective in the campaign was to contain the U.S.-led counter-Islamic State coalition operating parallel to the pro-regime campaign to the north and east of the Euphrates River. Moscow sought to compel Washington into cooperating against the Islamic State as part of broader negotiations over Syria in 2016, seeking parity as Middle East players and counterterrorism partners, but then shifted to a competitive posture once rebuffed by the United States. Moscow sought to limit the growing U.S. footprint in Syria, constrain further gains for the U.S.-backed Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF), and ensure eastern Syria’s key resources and infrastructure were secured for the regime and its Russian backers.

**Russian Roles and Missions:** Russian forces had two primary roles for the eastern campaign. First, Russian fixed-wing aircraft, attack helicopters, and reconnaissance UAVs operating out of Hmeimim and an expanding Tiyas (T-4) airfield near Palmyra provided strike, close air, and intelligence support for pro-regime clearing operations. Second, a combination of Russian KSO, Spetsnaz, and PMCs (particularly the Wagner Group) trained, advised, assisted, and enabled pro-regime advances on the ground. These advances were led by the Tiger Forces militia, under Colonel Suheil al-Hassan, and the recently formed Syrian 5th Assault Corps, a Russian-organized, -led, and -equipped force which served as a key Syrian assault unit.

The pro-regime eastern Syrian campaign was conducted in three main phases: the multi-axis offensive to Dayr az Zawr; the lifting of the siege and capture of the city; and the continuing advance south along the Middle Euphrates River Valley. Russian forces provided key enablers for all three phases, including close air support, ISR, and special operations.

**Phase 1**

**Advance to Dayr az Zawr**

The pro-regime offensive to Dayr az Zawr was launched along three axes: a northern prong along the western and
southern side of the Euphrates River Valley, spearheaded by Tiger Forces; a southern, Iranian-led prong along the Iraqi border; and the primary, central prong, led by Russian and Syrian forces pushing from Palmyra through the central Syrian Badiya desert, seizing key oil and gas fields. Russian airpower supported each prong, but Russian ground forces—including KSO, Spetsnaz, artillery and mine-clearing specialists, and PMCs—played the most prominent advisory and combat roles in the central prong.82

Military Objective: Beginning at T-4 air base in early 2017, pro-regime forces on the central axis first sought to recapture Palmyra, which was lost again to the Islamic State in December 2016, and then push east for 200 km along the M20 highway toward Dayr az Zawr.83 The main intermediate objectives for Syrian and Russian forces after retaking Palmyra were to seize the crossroads town of Sukhna, located 70 km east of Palmyra, and the key oil and gas fields in the outlying areas of Homs Province. To enable the advance, Russian forces needed to rectify shortfalls in close air support capabilities displayed during the Islamic State’s December assault, where poor intelligence and air-ground coordination prevented intensive Russian air operations from effectively countering highly mobile, well-armed Islamic State units.84

Operations: After deploying additional air, ground, and intelligence assets to T-4 after the fall of Aleppo, Syrian and Russian forces in early March began operations to retake Palmyra. Following heavy bombardment from Russian fixed-wing aircraft operating from Hmeimim, Russian Mi-28 and Kh-52 attack helicopters, assisted by Russian forward air controllers, neutralized Islamic State defensive positions and interdicted Islamic State fighting vehicles maneuvering around the city.85

Russian Spetsnaz advisers and PMCs working with Syrian army and 5th Assault Corps fighters then surrounded and began assaulting the city, leveraging Russian UAVs from T-4 to more quickly generate actionable intelligence for operations and seizing the city on March 2.86 From Palmyra, Russian-led 5th Assault Corps units backed by Russian airpower moved to recapture key resources and infrastructure from the Islamic State, seizing the nearby Jazal gas fields in March and the major Al Shaer field in April after fierce battles.87 Pro-regime troops then began the difficult push west up the M20, an area dominated by hills conducive to Islamic State guerilla attacks. These pro-regime forces needed a month to take the town of Arak, which was only 20 km northeast of Palmyra.88

In August, pro-regime troops finally reached Sukhna, weathering a major Islamic State counterattack to seize control of the strategically-located town.89 Along with Iranian and Hezbollah commanders and Shia militia fighters arriving from successful operations along the southern axis, Russian Spetsnaz and Wagner mercenaries spearheaded 5th Assault Corps ground movements, enabled by intensive Russian fixed- and rotary-wing air support.90 Russian air support proved vital in interdicting further Islamic State ground assaults, compelling fighters to begin falling back toward Dayr az Zawr.91

Result: With Sukhna retaken, pro-regime troops advanced along the M20 to the outskirts of Dayr az Zawr by early September to begin lifting the siege. They were joined by Tiger Forces from the northern axis and Iranian and Hezbollah-led Shia militia from the southern axis, after their successful, Russian airpower-enabled offensives along the southern and western sides of the Euphrates and along the Iraqi border.92 Russia’s forward deployment of Spetsnaz and PMC specialists had paid dividends, enabling more precise close air support and better air-ground integration, but came at a cost, with dozens of Russian personnel—including both regular military and PMCs—killed in the advance from T-4.93

Phase 2
Seizure of Dayr az Zawr

Military Objective: In early September 2017, the primary objective of pro-regime forces was to open a ground line of communication to besieged forces and regime-held districts in western Dayr az Zawr city—namely, the 137th Brigade base and neighboring districts in the northwest and Dayr az Zawr airfield in the southwest. Their goal was then to begin seizing
the rest of the city’s Islamic State-held western bank. As the western sector was assaulted, other pro-regime forces then crossed the Euphrates to capture the eastern bank from Islamic State forces while simultaneously checking further advances by U.S.-backed SDF toward the city and nearby oil and gas fields from the north. The Russians provided key maneuver capabilities. Figures 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 provide imagery of a bridging site on the Euphrates River constructed by a battalion-sized Russian engineering unit. Between September 29 and October 5, 2017, the Russians constructed a treadway bridge. This bridging site and others were used by pro-regime units to move forces east to Dayr az Zawr.

For the assault on Dayr az Zawr, Russia surged more advanced strike aircraft into theater, including Su-34 fighter-bombers and MiG-29SMT multirole fighters, to enable the ground advance, assisted by Russian KSO and Spetsnaz to provide forward air control.94 Russian special operations forces along with PMCs also directly advised and spearheaded Syrian army and 5th Assault Corps operations, joined by Tiger Forces, Hezbollah, and Shia militia fighters.95 Russian engineers and counter-IED specialists provided additional combat service support.96

**Operations:** With intensive Russian air support, Syrian army forces reached the besieged 137th Brigade base on September 5, then pressed on to relieve adjoining regime-held districts in the city’s northwest.97 Facing heavy Islamic State counterattacks, including waves of suicide bombers, pro-regime troops then moved south to lift the siege of Dayr az Zawr airfield on September 9. These forces were supported by salvos of Kalibr cruise missile strikes launched from Grigorivich-class frigates in the Mediterranean.98 With 30 Russian combat aircraft flying up to 100 strike missions per day—among the most intensive periods of strikes since the beginning of the Russian intervention—pro-regime troops were able to isolate Islamic State fighters into several pockets in the city and begin crossing to the east bank by mid-September.99 Supported by Russian attack helicopters and long-endurance UAVs forward deployed to Dayr az Zawr airfield, pro-regime troops successfully crossed the Euphrates using Russian amphibious vehicles and Russia-engineered pontoon bridges on September 18.100 They secured a bridgehead and began clearing Islamic State-
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held areas on the east bank. Pro-regime forces faced fierce Islamic State resistance on both the west and east banks through October.

On the western side, Tiger Forces with integrated Russian air support slowly cleared Islamic State positions neighborhood by neighborhood while also moving north and west along the Euphrates to clear the remaining Islamic State pockets which had been launching counterattacks on pro-regime supply lines. On the eastern bank of the Euphrates, Syrian army, Hezbollah, and Shia militia forces receiving Russian logistical support from across the river cleared Islamic State-held neighborhoods but were stymied from further advances by Islamic State units reinforced by fighters falling back from the western bank. This resulted in pro-regime forces losing the race to the vital Conoco gas field to the U.S.-backed SDF in late September, which had been a strategic objective of the campaign. By early November, pro-regime forces had retaken the eastern bank and western city center, with the city finally falling on November 17.

**Result:** The Dayr az Zawr operation represented an unprecedented demonstration of the full Russian order-of-battle in Syria: special operations, intelligence, and combat support specialists; fixed-wing, attack helicopter, and reconnaissance aircraft; and long-range bombers and cruise missiles launched from ships offshore. In an effort to underscore growing Russian military might and parity with U.S. forces in Syria, the Russian Ministry of Defense for the first time in the war acknowledged and promoted the involvement of Russian special forces, broadcast video of Russian air and missile strikes, and embedded Russian and foreign journalists to document their operations. However, Russia's forward deployment for the battle exposed its forces to heavy Islamic State resistance and counterattacks, killing dozens of PMCs and at least seven Russian regular soldiers. At least one senior officer, Lieutenant General Valery Asapov, commander of the Syrian 5th Assault Corps, was killed by Islamic State mortar fire in late September. The Islamic State also continued to counterattack in the central and eastern Syrian desert throughout the Dayr az Zawr operation, including briefly retaking Sukhnah and Qaryatayn and inflicting casualties on pro-regime troops.
While recapturing Dayr az Zawr in October, pro-regime forces simultaneously began the next phase of the eastern Syrian campaign and began pushing south down the Euphrates toward the Iraq border. The battle of Dayr az Zawr provided a preview of what became a defining objective and friction point during the so-called “Race for the Euphrates”: fierce competition with the U.S.-backed SDF for control of vital oil and gas fields in the region. In response to a series of Russian and Syrian air and artillery strikes on SDF positions just several miles east of regime forces on the eastern bank and then on the SDF-controlled Conoco field in late September, U.S. coalition officials offered stern warnings to pro-regime forces to refrain from further encroachment.108 This warning was not always heeded.

Phase 3
Race for the Euphrates

Military Objective: Using the retaken Dayr az Zawr airfield as the launching point, pro-regime forces in early October 2017 began the 130 km push south down the Euphrates River toward Abu Kamal. Dubbed “Operation Fajr III,” the Russian and Iranian co-led offensive had three key goals.109 The primary military objective was to clear the Islamic State from its final Syrian stronghold along the Middle Euphrates River Valley (MERV), particularly the town of Mayadin, where Islamic State leadership and elite fighting cadres had entrenched as Raqqa and Dayr az Zawr fell. Second, Iran prioritized gaining control of the Syria-Iraq border town of Abu Kamal before U.S.-backed forces to link its forces in Syria with those in Iraq and create a land corridor connecting Iran to Lebanon through Iraq and Syria.110 Finally, pro-regime forces sought to extend the Assad regime’s control and prevent further gains by the U.S.-backed SDF, particularly over the vital oil, gas, and infrastructure facilities in the MERV region. For the main assaults along the MERV, Russia’s primary role was to provide airpower. By the end of November, Russia had deployed 41 combat aircraft to Syria—the high-water mark of the campaign—including attack helicopters stationed at Dayr az Zawr to provide direct ground support.111

Operations: Spearheaded by Iran, Hezbollah, and Tiger Forces, and with small contingents of Russian Spetsnaz and PMCs, pro-regime forces launched a two-pronged offensive from the north and west on Mayadeen, surrounding the town in early October.112 Pro-regime troops seized Mayadeen in mid-October with heavy Russian fixed-wing strikes and attack helicopter close air support, assisted by a surge of Afghan and Pakistani Shia fighters under Iranian command. Tiger Forces consolidated further gains north along the Euphrates.113 With Mayadeen retaken, pro-regime forces then moved to cross the Euphrates in an attempt to seize the critical Omar oil field on the eastern side of the river. Facing heavy Islamic State counterattacks, pro-regime troops were unable to seize the facility, which instead fell to the U.S.-backed SDF in late October.114

In early November, pro-regime troops began a two-pronged advance on Abu Kamal from Mayadeen in the north and the T-2 pumping station to the west near Iraq. They were joined by Shia militia from Iraq for the advance, including Kata‘ib Hezbollah.115 With the IRGC-QF and Hezbollah in the lead (including direct planning and guidance from IRGC-QF commander Qasem Soleimani), and Russian SOF embedded to orchestrate airstrikes, Abu Kamal fell to the joint force on November 9.116 However, Islamic State sleeper cells in the city and waves of frontal assaults on pro-regime positions enabled the group to retake control the following week.117 But Russian forces were able to interdict further Islamic State reinforcements and enable pro-regime troops to recapture Abu Kamal on November 19. They leveraged forward-deployed strike aircraft and heavy out-of-area assets, including Tu-22M3 strategic bombers from Russia and Kalibr strikes from the Mediterranean.118

With the Islamic State’s last urban redoubt retaken, pro-regime forces and the U.S.-backed SDF settled into a period of competition in late 2017 and early 2018, conducting raids against Islamic State-held villages in Dayr az Zawr Province while jockeying for further tactical gains along the MERV. Pro-regime ground forces and Russian and Syrian aircraft had begun routinely
crossing east over the Euphrates River, which the U.S. and Russian militaries had negotiated in November as a dividing line between their respective coalitions.\textsuperscript{119} Probably motivated by a desire to test U.S. resolve to defend the SDF and by Russian PMCs seeking to gain contracts to defend regime oil and gas fields, Wagner Group and pro-regime forces in late January 2018 began planning an assault on Conoco plant east of Dayr az Zawr, held by the SDF and a small contingent of U.S. special operations forces.\textsuperscript{120} In early February, Wagner units, 5th Assault Corps, and other Syrian and foreign Shia militia began massing armored vehicles, artillery, and hundreds of fighters in Dayr az Zawr. On the night of February 7, they crossed to the eastern side of the MERV to begin the assault using Russian pontoon bridges.\textsuperscript{121}

After repeated U.S. warnings to the Russian military through their deconfliction line and Russian disavowals of having forces present, around 500 Wagner-led fighters advanced toward the Conoco facility under supporting fires from artillery, tanks, mortars, and multiple-launch rocket systems.\textsuperscript{122} In a fierce hours-long firefight, heavy U.S. air and artillery strikes pinned down pro-regime forces near the town of Khasham and devastated the assault force, with estimates of Russian PMC casualties ranging from 100 to 300 killed.\textsuperscript{123} The remaining Russian and pro-regime fighters withdrew west across the river during the early morning of February 8.\textsuperscript{124}

\textbf{Result:} By early 2018, pro-regime forces had successfully expelled the Islamic State from the key cities and terrain on the western banks of the MERV, benefiting from the U.S. and coalition counterterrorism efforts across the river. Russian air and ground activity became centered primarily around Dayr az Zawr and consolidated regime control there. Iranian-led militia forces took the lead in stabilizing Abu Kamal. While denying any Russian involvement in the February 7 attack, Russian attempts—official or unofficial—to cross the Euphrates largely ceased throughout 2018.

\textbf{Campaign Assessment}

Russian airpower and on-the-ground training, advising, and enabling play a central and crucial role in the pro-regime campaign into central and eastern Syria from 2017 to 2018, successfully clearing the Islamic State from key terrain in central Syria, retaking Dayr az Zawr, and establishing regime-control along the western side of MERV to the Iraq border. Russia developed an effective task organization with Iran for the campaign—Russia leading the central prong, Iran leading the southern prong—and then integrated forces when needed for key operations such as the seizures of Dayr az Zawr and Abu Kamal. Russian forces had gained valuable experience in conducting urban warfare in Aleppo in 2016 and then improved their rural warfare skills against a well-armed, mobile enemy in the desert. Those skills include improved—though still imperfect—air-ground integration enabled through forward air controllers and aerial ISR platforms; the embedding of KSO and Spetsnaz for improved operational and tactical planning and directed fire support for their coalition partners and local militia; and the use of PMCs such as the Wagner Group to replicate some special operations missions while taking on more high-risk ones, such as pressuring U.S.-backed SDF.

The eastern campaign also solidified for the Russian military the Syrian partners whom they would train, advise, and assist in future operations: Tiger Forces and the 5th Assault Corps.\textsuperscript{125} With Russian KSO and Spetsnaz embedded with Colonel Hassan’s Tiger Forces and PMCs leading the array of Syrian militias under 5th Assault Corps, Russian forces played a critical role in the next major pro-regime offensive of the Syrian Civil War: the seizure of eastern Ghouta and the Damascus suburbs in spring 2018.\textsuperscript{126} Beginning in February 2018, devastating Russian and regime airstrikes enabled pro-regime ground troops to isolate and capture remaining rebel-held pockets east of Damascus.\textsuperscript{127} Aided by Russian advisers in an eastern Ghouta command center and armed with Russian T-90 tanks, BM-30 Smerch multiple rocket launchers, and Tochka ballistic missiles, Colonel Hassan’s Tiger Forces spearheaded the assault on rebel neighborhoods. They retook the area by April.\textsuperscript{128}

By the fall of 2018, southern Syria fell back to full regime control with the surrender of Daraa city—the birthplace
of the Syrian uprising—after the withdrawal of foreign support to the opposition and a short Russian air-backed Syrian offensive retaking Daraa and Quneitra Province. Three years after Russia’s military intervention into the Syrian war, the Assad regime and its partners had retaken all of Syria along the country’s western corridor. The remaining opposition and extremist forces were contained in Idlib Province. At the same time, key cities and infrastructure in central and eastern Syria had been reclaimed from the Islamic State—which would meet its military defeat by U.S. coalition and SDF fighters in Baghouz in early 2019—eliminating the last remaining threat to the stability of the Damascus government.

Current and Future Operations

The Russian military is well-positioned to sustain its footprint of 3,000 to 4,000 forces, with staunch support from the Damascus government; expand and improve ports and basing at Tartus, Hmeimim, and T-4; and develop partnerships with Syrian army and militia forces on the ground. Continuing Russian operations will likely focus on two key areas: Idlib Province, for perhaps the Assad regime’s final offensive of the Syrian Civil War, and northeast Syria, where Russian and regime forces have stepped in following the withdrawal of U.S. forces and the invasion of Turkish forces in the fall of 2019. Both operations face significant challenges.

Idlib

Russian and Syrian attention in 2018 turned to Idlib Province and the adjoining areas in Hama and Aleppo Provinces still under opposition control. Pro-regime forces faced a well-armed and highly motivated force in Greater Idlib, which was increasingly dominated by hardliners and Salafi extremist forces led by Hayat Tahrir al-Sham (HTS). With minimal assistance from Iran and Hezbollah, who sought to downsize their Syrian cadres and viewed Idlib as a lesser strategic priority than areas near Iraq and Lebanon, it fell to Syrian regime and Russian forces to spearhead the offensive in spring 2019. As Syrian army units struggled to make significant progress on the ground, Russia deployed special operations and PMC units to the frontlines to assist and enable their closest partners, the Tiger Forces, which deployed to Idlib after the eastern Ghouta offensive, and the 5th Assault Corps, which were backed by heavy Russian airstrikes.

After months of stalemate, the deployment of Russian special forces, PMCs, Shia militia reinforcements sent by Iran, and persistent airstrikes began to show dividends. Pro-regime forces captured the key rebel town of Khan Sheikoun in September 2019. Syrian forces renewed their assault in December, with Tiger Forces supplied with Russian T-90 tanks and other sophisticated artillery and rocket systems seizing several dozen villages amid heavy Russian strikes on the opposition strongholds Maarat al-Numan and Saraqeb. In early 2020, Russian and Syrian forces with Iranian and Hezbollah support pressed deeper into Idlib, aiming to seize the vital M5 north-south highway connecting Damascus to Aleppo and the M4 east-west highway connecting Latakia to Aleppo and further to northeast Syria and the Iraqi border.

Northeast Syria

Russia also expanded its presence in northeast Syria in the wake of the U.S. drawdown and Turkish invasion of the area in the fall of 2019. Aiming to help reassert the Assad regime’s writ in SDF-held areas while enjoying the optics of the assertion of Russian power while the U.S. withdrew, Russian forces moved quickly to take U.S.-vacated facilities and check further Turkish advances. In October, Russia deployed several hundred additional troops, primarily military police, to the area and conducted joint patrols with Turkish forces, according to their negotiated deal to police the area. In November, the Russian military established a new rotary-wing headquarters base at Qamishli International Airport—close to remaining U.S. forces—and reinforced its position with advanced air defense systems, further constraining U.S. freedom of movement. The Russian military continued to occupy strategic and symbolic bases that were vital
to the U.S. and coalition campaign, including bases in Kobani, Manbij, and Raqqa.  

**Outlook**

Russia will likely sustain its military footprint and operations in Syria for the foreseeable future, with staunch support from the Assad regime and long-term naval and air basing for Russian forces. Having acquired committed local fighting partners and established logistics lines through its military campaign thus far, Russia in the near-term will be able to continue to provide limited but critical enabling support to pro-regime forces against remaining opposition groups, with sufficient air and ground assets for battlefield needs. In the longer term, Moscow will likely focus its enduring presence on securing core Russian security interests, such as the stability of the Damascus government and Russian basing in western Syria. The sustainability of a long-term Russian deployment in Syria, however, will face several key challenges.

First is a resurgent Islamic State. Despite the military defeat of the territorial caliphate, the Islamic State has already begun reemerging as an insurgency in eastern and central Syria. Russian forces in the short-term will likely confront increasing Islamic State guerilla attacks on pro-regime bases, oil and gas facilities, and vulnerable populated areas in central Syria. If ineffectively countered, Russia and the Assad regime will likely face an extremist-led, perhaps ascendant insurgency in eastern Syria for years to come. As Islamic State forces gain further strength, Russian forces may face attempted assaults in western Syria. In the northeast, pressure on the Islamic State may decrease with the withdrawal of U.S.-led coalition forces and an SDF that has to counter Turkish forces. If the Islamic State is able to resurge, Russian forces may decide to become more directly involved in the fighting.

The second challenge for Russia is persistent instability. While the key cities in western Syria have fallen back under the authority of the Damascus government, pro-regime forces are likely to face continuing and widespread discontent as they attempt to forcefully reassert control. Southern Syria is already seeing signs of a low-burning insurgency fueled by former oppositionists and extremist forces—conditions which are likely to be replicated in Idlib Province after the offensive. Pro-regime forces may face similar stability challenges in northeast Syria, where restive Sunni Arab populations who previously rebelled against the Assad regime may not welcome its return. Russian command will likely face continuing requests from the regime for Russian military support for these operations.

A third challenge is uncertain allies. While facing continual terrorism and instability challenges, Russia may also face the reality of a still-decimated Syrian army and local militia partners who are dependent on Russian support, creating a continuing demand for Russian deployments. Moreover, unlike the key campaign of the civil war and against the Islamic State in eastern Syria, Russia will likely have less support from Iran and Hezbollah, who each seek to maintain an enduring but scaled-down presence in Syria as tensions escalate with the United States and Israel.
Chapter 04

The Punishment Campaign
This chapter examines Russia’s targeting of civilians in Syria from its intervention in September 2015 through early March 2020. It asks three questions. First, why did Russia implement a punishment campaign? Second, which tactics did Russia use to harm civilian populations in pursuit of its objectives? And finally, what are the implications of this campaign on Russia’s ability to achieve its foreign policy goals in the future?

The chapter argues that Russia not only sought to eliminate the Syrian regime’s armed opposition, but it also used punishment to escalate the costs to the population and undermine support for the opposition. The most visible element of this punishment campaign was what this chapter refers to as “direct punishment.” This type of punishment was marked by large-scale attacks against civilian and humanitarian infrastructure in an attempt to deny resources—including food, fuel, and medical aid—to the opposition while simultaneously eroding the will of civilians to support opposition groups. At the same time, Russia conducted an “indirect punishment” campaign using both diplomacy and disinformation to target Syria’s civilian population. This indirect campaign attempted to deflect blame for Russian and regime attacks against civilian infrastructure, undermine international efforts to hold the Assad regime accountable for abuses, and legitimize an ever-widening civilian target set. Over time, the direct and indirect campaigns became synergistic, as their effects compounded each other to achieve regime goals such as retaking opposition-held territory.

The primary tactics Russia used against civilians in the direct punishment campaign were airstrikes, which were often conducted using munitions to increase infrastructure damage. The indirect campaign, on the other hand, relied on a combination of overt diplomatic
actions—such as vetoing UN Security Council (UNSC) resolutions—and information warfare conducted by a range of official government outlets and unofficial social media accounts. In order to examine this behavior, this chapter compiled a data set from sources such as the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights, AirWars, and Physicians for Human Rights, all of which closely tracked attacks on civilians throughout the Syrian conflict. It also combined original satellite imagery analysis with qualitative reporting from Bellingcat, the Syrian Civil Defence, and various investigative journalists in an attempt to resolve the attribution issues inherent to this conflict. The case studies and casualty statistics in this chapter refer only to instances where it can be reasonably assessed that civilians were the target, not just collateral damage. Attacks on military targets that also caused civilian casualties were common throughout this conflict but were not addressed as part of the punishment campaign.

The rest of this chapter is divided into three sections. The first analyzes Russia’s direct punishment campaign against three key civilian target sets: medical facilities; other civilian infrastructure, which includes attacks on schools, markets, and agriculture; and humanitarian infrastructure, including aid convoys and camps housing internally displaced persons (IDPs). The second section examines the indirect punishment campaign, including Russian diplomatic actions and broad-based disinformation efforts. The final section concludes with an analysis of the international response to Russia’s punishment campaign and the implications for Russian statecraft going forward.

Direct Punishment: Russian Strikes against Civilian Targets

Russia’s strategy against Syrian civilians—attacking them en masse in order to instill fear, erode support for the opposition, and eventually force reconciliation with the regime—was by no means new. As noted in Chapter 2, Russia utilized punishment strategies in similar campaigns, such as Chechnya. In October 2016, U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry accused Russia of pursuing a “Grozny solution” in Syria. Rather than attempting to deny the atrocities being conducted in Aleppo or counter international outrage, the Russian embassy responded with a tweet: “#Grozny today is a peaceful, modern, and thriving city. Ain’t that a solution we’re all looking for?”

According to the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights (SOHR), Russia was responsible for 8,289 civilian deaths in the first four years of its campaign in Syria, with nearly 2,000 of those under the age of 18. These deaths were not mere collateral damage but frequently the intended result of direct strikes on civilian infrastructure. From September 2015 through early 2020, Russian airstrikes targeted hospitals, schools, and markets as well as IDP camps and humanitarian aid convoys. Perhaps even more disturbing than the target set were the tactics used against them. Beginning in at least 2016, Russian forces frequently used cluster munitions and incendiary weapons containing thermite and other flammable substances against civilian targets. The following sections examine Russia’s direct targeting of civilians—including civilian infrastructure—in more depth.

Attacks on Medical Facilities

The most well-documented category of Russian strikes against civilian infrastructure were those targeting hospitals and other medical facilities. Russian forces did not pioneer these types of attacks. Healthcare was “weaponized” in Syria as early as 2011, when regime forces seized Daraa National Hospital to prevent the treatment of opposition forces, and quickly escalated into direct attacks—often airstrikes—by the regime and its allies on medical facilities and personnel. Russia’s entry into the conflict escalated the situation still further, however, with attacks on healthcare facilities increasing in frequency beginning in October 2015. According to Physicians for Human Rights (PHR), 595 attacks took place on 350 separate medical facilities, killing a total of 923 medical personnel from...
March 2011 through February 2020. Additionally, PHR estimates that the regime and its Russian allies used indiscriminate weapons, including barrel bombs and cluster munitions, in at least 83 attacks on medical facilities.7 A map of all medical attacks attributed to Russia is shown in Figure 4.1.

In many cases, strikes on hospitals were used in tandem with siege warfare to force more rapid capitulation of the population in opposition-held areas. In August 2016, for example, four years of battle in Daraya came to a close when the civilian population finally agreed to evacuate just one week after the town’s last hospital was destroyed by incendiary bombs.8 That same year, the regime and its allies implemented this strategy on a much larger scale during their battle to retake Aleppo.9 According to the Syrian American Medical Society (SAMS), of the 172 pro-regime attacks on hospitals across Syria between June and December of 2016, 73 were recorded in the opposition-held half of Aleppo alone—an average of one strike every three days.10 As East Aleppo only had 27 hospitals and medical clinics to begin with (of which only 14 were open and had doctors on staff), many facilities were struck multiple times, leading to extended closures and widespread panic among the city’s civilians.11 Though hospital strikes were not the only factor behind the city’s eventual surrender, as discussed in Chapter 3, evacuations began from the final pocket of opposition in December 2016—with many civilian survivors in “desperate condition” from untreated wounds and trauma.12

Attacks on hospitals largely declined across Syria in 2019, with one significant exception—Idlib Province, where the regime and its Russian allies continued to assault the last stronghold of the Syrian opposition. According to SAMS President Ahmad Tarakji, hospital targeting in Idlib from 2019 to early 2020 increased following the pattern set in Aleppo in 2016, where the regime’s overarching goal was to displace the population and destabilize the community.13 In November 2019, UN High Commissioner for Human Rights spokesman Rupert Colville claimed that 61 medical facilities in Idlib were attacked in just six months and that the large-scale nature of the strikes “strongly suggests” that targeting hospitals was a deliberate choice by the regime and its Russian allies.14 A New York Times investigation went a step further, attributing four hospital attacks in May 2019 to Russia, offering evidence from flight spotter logs, video recordings, and intercepted Russian air force radio transmissions. Two of the hospitals mentioned in that report, Nabab al Hayat and Kafr Nabl, had recently relocated to underground complexes in an attempt

![FIGURE 4.1 Attacks on Medical Facilities Likely Conducted or Supported by Russian Forces, September 2015–March 2020](https://syriamap.phr.org/#/en)
to harden themselves against airstrikes. On May 5, both facilities were bombed multiple times, causing significant damage and several fatalities. Such attacks continued across Idlib through the end of 2019. Kafr Nabl, for example, was struck again in July 2019 and a third time on November 6, 2019, while other hospitals remained similarly incapacitated.

These attacks were illegal under international law. Article 18 of the Fourth Geneva Convention, enacted in 1949, notes that civilian hospitals “may in no circumstances be the object of attack.” In May 2016, the UNSC adopted Resolution 2286, which condemned attacks against medical facilities and personnel and demanded an end to impunity for those responsible. But these attacks did not end. In September 2019, a report by the UN’s Human Rights Council suggested that pro-government forces (including Russian units) “systematically targeted medical facilities” in Syria, which “may amount to the war crime of deliberately attacking protected objects and intentionally attacking medical personnel.” Many of the medical facilities hit in early 2019—including all four of those mentioned in the New York Times investigation above—had supplied their coordinates to the UN’s Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs for deconfliction, prompting UN Secretary General António Guterres to authorize an investigation in August 2019 to determine whether Russian forces were deliberately using the coordinates to target civilian facilities. The likelihood of Russia suffering consequences for its attacks on medical facilities steadily decreased over time as Russia used its position on the UNSC to limit the scope of the inquiry.

**Attacks on Other Civilian Targets**

Though there was far less international coverage of strikes on civilian infrastructure outside of medical facilities, Russian forces attacked other civilian targets regularly throughout their campaign in Syria. According to a data set compiled by CSIS for this report, there were at least 108 incidents of Russian airstrikes directly targeting civilian facilities—including schools, markets, and mosques—from September 2015 through March 2020. This number counts instances where Russian planes “double-tapped,” or struck a single target more than once in a short time frame, as one strike. Double-tapping happened with alarming frequency during the war, which increased both the lethality of attacks and the scale of destruction. Several of the 108 incidents also contained multiple targets. Bombings struck approximately 40 popular markets and shops, 41 schools, and 36 mosques while simultaneously inflicting damage to residential homes and apartments in the surrounding neighborhoods.

Given the limited coverage and difficulties in attribution of attacks against civilian infrastructure, it is likely that the actual number of incidents during this time period was far higher. A report by the Independent International Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic, submitted to the UN’s Human Rights Council in August 2019, suggested that pro-government forces attacked some 70 schools in Idlib Province alone from January through July of 2019. While the report did not attribute any of these attacks directly to Russia, the tactics detailed in several of its case studies match those of previous Russian strikes. For example, on May 14, 2019, a fish market and primary school for girls in Jisr al-Shughur were hit nearly simultaneously. Three successive missiles struck the market first, destroying shops and killing at least eight civilians, followed by a fourth strike on the school just minutes later. The same report also noted that pro-government forces set fire to “tens of thousands of acres” of vital crops and farmland using incendiary weapons.

**Attacks on Humanitarian Infrastructure**

The final set of targets in Russia’s direct punishment campaign were those relating to humanitarian aid, including IDP camps and convoys bringing food or fuel to opposition-controlled areas. The first category, IDP camps, were struck frequently from October 2015 through February 2020, with over 46 such attacks attributed to Russia in the CSIS data set. These attacks occurred
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Satellite imagery shows light damage to exterior of hospital. As no cratering is readily visible, the reported attack was likely conducted using guided munitions or small rockets.

FIGURE 4.2.1 Image of Kafr Nabl Surgical Hospital Before Russian May 2019 Attack
SOURCE CSIS.

FIGURE 4.2.2 Image of Kafr Nabl Surgical Hospital After Russian May 2019 Attack
SOURCE CSIS.
across Syria, with multiple strikes on camps in Aleppo, Damascus, Dayr az Zawr, Hama, Homs, Idlib, and Raqqa Provinces.\(^{25}\) Many of these attacks reportedly utilized cluster and incendiary munitions and caused high casualties on Syrians forced from their homes by the war, including many women and children. Unlike strikes on hospitals, markets, and schools, which provide a tangible benefit for the regime by depriving opposition areas of the resources necessary to fight, Russia’s strikes on IDP camps appeared to be part of a psychological strategy to deprive civilians of their will to provide support to the opposition. This was evidenced by attack trends during the later stages of the Russian campaign, which showed that Idlib bore the brunt of IDP-directed violence from mid-2019 onward. For example, 19 people were killed in an attack on a compound in Haas in August 2019, and at least 22 more were killed in two attacks on camps in Maaret al-Numan and Qah in November 2019.\(^{26}\) Idlib’s significance as an opposition stronghold increased the likelihood that Russian forces would conduct these types of attacks to erode the resolve of the population, as they had done across Syria since 2015.

Attacks on aid convoys escalated in late 2015, largely concentrated in northern Syria along the Turkish border. After a slight decline in attacks in early 2016, violence against aid convoys ramped up again once the regime’s final offensive against Aleppo began.

Perhaps the best-known strike against a humanitarian aid convoy occurred in September 2016. Russian forces repeatedly struck a Syrian Arab Red Crescent convoy along Highway 60 outside of Aleppo, killing at least 20 civilians (including Omar Barakat, the Syrian Arab Red Crescent’s director in Urum al-Kubra) and destroying 18 trucks containing aid.\(^{28}\) Though Russia’s Ministry of Defense denied involvement, a Washington Post investigation shortly thereafter linked the attack to two Russian Su-24 bombers that were tracked from Hmeimim air base to Aleppo that evening.\(^{29}\) The goal of this attack, like all of Russia’s strikes against humanitarian targets in Syria, was likely to amplify the effectiveness of the regime’s siege by preventing food, medicine, or fuel from reaching opposition areas, thus effectively starving out the population and forcing their

Though the CSIS data set suggests significantly fewer attacks took place against humanitarian aid convoys than against IDP camps, those attacks were still important because of their impact on besieged populations. The first such attack attributed to Russia took place on November 25, 2015, when Russian airstrikes hit a Turkish aid convoy taking supplies to refugees in Azaz, a town situated near the Turkish-Syrian border in Aleppo Province.\(^{27}\)

Attacks on aid convoys escalated in late 2015, largely concentrated in northern Syria along the Turkish border. After a slight decline in attacks in early 2016, violence against aid convoys ramped up again once the regime’s final offensive against Aleppo began.

Perhaps the best-known strike against a humanitarian aid convoy occurred in September 2016. Russian forces repeatedly struck a Syrian Arab Red Crescent convoy along Highway 60 outside of Aleppo, killing at least 20 civilians (including Omar Barakat, the Syrian Arab Red Crescent’s director in Urum al-Kubra) and destroying 18 trucks containing aid.\(^{28}\) Though Russia’s Ministry of Defense denied involvement, a Washington Post investigation shortly thereafter linked the attack to two Russian Su-24 bombers that were tracked from Hmeimim air base to Aleppo that evening.\(^{29}\) The goal of this attack, like all of Russia’s strikes against humanitarian targets in Syria, was likely to amplify the effectiveness of the regime’s siege by preventing food, medicine, or fuel from reaching opposition areas, thus effectively starving out the population and forcing their
surrender. While intentionally attacking humanitarian relief targets and personnel is a war crime, Russia did not suffer any tangible consequences.30

Indirect Punishment: Facilitating and Legitimizing Regime Abuses

In addition to its own attacks against civilians, Russia expended significant effort to ensure that the Assad regime could operate freely against the opposition. The following sections examine how Russia provided diplomatic cover for regime atrocities through its actions at the UNSC while simultaneously conducting a disinformation campaign aimed at denying some abuses, legitimizing others, and attempting to undermine the Western narrative of the Syrian conflict.

Provision of Diplomatic Cover

Russia’s status as a permanent member of the UNSC enabled it to block at least 14 separate international attempts to condemn and punish the Assad regime’s human rights violations throughout the conflict, thus allowing the regime to continue targeting citizens with impunity. Figure 4.4 provides a timeline of these vetoes.

Russia’s often unilateral UNSC actions can be grouped into three categories. The first category was mostly symbolic: helping the Assad regime avoid official international condemnation and retaliatory measures, including sanctions and referrals to the International Criminal Court (ICC). Russia used its veto power for this purpose at least four times early in the conflict. Though Russia succeeded at limiting multilateral actions against Assad, the United States and other countries still imposed unilateral sanctions. Meanwhile, U.S. officials and the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights objected to Syrian human rights abuses in the media and other public forums.31

The second category of Russian vetoes can be broadly conceptualized as blocking resolutions which would benefit Syrian civilians in terms that were unfavorable to Russian interests. This included vetoing ceasefires—including two resolutions regarding a truce in Aleppo in 2016 and one regarding Idlib in September 2019—and limiting cross-border aid deliveries from Turkey and Iraq in December 2019.

The final category included Russia’s six successive vetoes through 2017 and 2018 relating to chemical weapons use by the Assad regime. Prior to 2017, Russia had—at least in its public statements and UNSC votes—portrayed itself as opposing chemical weapons use in Syria. Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov took an active role in establishing a plan to secure and eliminate Assad’s chemical weapons stockpile in 2013. After chemical attacks continued in 2015, Russia voted to adopt UNSC Resolutions 2209 and 2235, which condemned the use of chemical weapons in Syria and established the Joint Investigative Mechanism of the United Nations and the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW-UN JIM) to determine the responsible parties.32 However, once the OPCW-UN JIM began releasing reports attributing blame to the Syrian government for chemical weapons attacks, Russia quickly shifted gears. In early 2017, it vetoed Western efforts to impose sanctions on the Assad regime for previous chemical weapons use. After a sarin attack in Khan Sheikhoun in April 2017, Russia vetoed a resolution demanding that the Syrian government cooperate with an investigation into that attack. In the final months of 2017, Russia vetoed three successive resolutions attempting to extend the mandate of the OPCW-UN JIM. And in April 2018, after the regime conducted another chemical attack in Douma, Russia blocked the creation of a new investigative mechanism to determine responsibility. As a result, the Assad regime was largely shielded from retribution for its chemical weapons use, and it continued to use chlorine and sarin in indiscriminate attacks against civilians through 2019. The United States conducted a limited strike against Syrian targets in April 2018 in retaliation for the Douma chemical attack, but it did not deter future Syrian actions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
<th>Overview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>October 4, 2011</td>
<td>S/2011/612</td>
<td>Russia vetoes a proposed UN resolution condemning grave human rights violations in Syria and threatening measures against President Bashar al-Assad’s government.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 4, 2012</td>
<td>S/2012/77</td>
<td>Russia vetoes a draft resolution that condemns a Syrian government crackdown on the opposition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 19, 2012</td>
<td>S/2012/538</td>
<td>Russia vetoes a Western-backed resolution that threatens Syria with sanctions if it does not stop using heavy weapons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 22, 2014</td>
<td>S/2014/348</td>
<td>Russia vetoes a French-drafted proposal for the UNSC to refer Syrian crimes to the International Criminal Court (ICC).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 8, 2016</td>
<td>S/2016/846</td>
<td>Russia vetoes a text proposed by France and Spain to halt the bombing of Aleppo after presenting a rival draft that urged a ceasefire but made no mention of barring military flights over the city.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 5, 2016</td>
<td>S/2016/1026</td>
<td>Russia vetoes a resolution that calls for a truce in Aleppo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 28, 2017</td>
<td>S/2017/172</td>
<td>Russia vetoes a resolution drafted by Britain, France, and the United States that would have imposed sanctions on Syria over chemical weapons use in the conflict.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 12, 2017</td>
<td>S/2017/315</td>
<td>Russia vetoes a draft resolution demanding that President Bashar al-Assad’s government cooperate with an investigation into the deadly chemical attack in the rebel-held town of Khan Sheikhoun in April.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 24, 2017</td>
<td>S/2017/884</td>
<td>Russia vetoes a resolution to extend the mandate of the OPCW-UN JIM, the body responsible for determining the culpable actor for chemical weapons attacks in Syria, for another year before it expires on November 17.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 16, 2017</td>
<td>S/2017/962</td>
<td>The mandate of the OPCW-UN JIM expired after both resolutions introduced at the USNC to extend it failed. The resolution sponsored by the United States received 11 votes in favor, 2 against, and 2 abstentions and failed because Russia vetoed it. The Russian resolution received 4 votes in favor, 7 against, and 4 abstentions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 17, 2017</td>
<td>S/2017/970</td>
<td>Russia vetoes a UNSC resolution introduced by Japan to extend the JIM’s mandate for 30 days.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 10, 2018</td>
<td>S/2018/321</td>
<td>Russia vetoes a U.S.-sponsored resolution which would have created a UN Independent Mechanism of Investigation with a one-year mandate to investigate the responsible actors for chemical weapons use in Syria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 19, 2019</td>
<td>S/2019/756</td>
<td>Russia vetoes a demand for a truce in northwest Syria because it does not include an exemption for military offensives against UN blacklisted militant groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 20, 2019</td>
<td>S/2019/961</td>
<td>Russia vetoes a resolution to allow cross-border aid deliveries from two locations in Turkey and one in Iraq into Syria for 12 months.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

▲ FIGURE 4.4 Russian UNSC Vetoes, 2011 to 2019

The Disinformation Campaign

In tandem with its diplomatic efforts, Russia also conducted a wide-ranging and pervasive disinformation campaign regarding human rights abuses throughout the conflict. This campaign had several objectives: deflecting blame for Russian and regime attacks against civilian infrastructure; broadening the regime’s legitimate target set; and undermining efforts by Western media and NGOs to provide accurate reporting of the situation on the ground. This campaign was largely conducted by official government outlets, including the Russian Ministry of Defense (MoD), Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA), and state media companies RT and Sputnik. Its targets included Western journalists, non-governmental organizations, and often the Syrian people themselves, including refugees in surrounding countries. The following sections analyze the tactics used in the pursuit of each campaign objective.

Deflecting Blame for Attacks Against Civilian Targets: To achieve this first goal, Russia generally opted for one of two courses of action. In most instances, the MoD simply issued a categorical denial, often based on impossible-to-substantiate falsehoods. When countering reports of civilians targeted in Idlib, for example, the MoD claimed that “the Russian air force was not carrying out any missions in this part of Syria” despite evidence to the contrary. In instances where attacks drew significant international criticism or media coverage, however, Russia tended to bolster its denials with fabricated evidence to “prove” that its forces were not the perpetrators. In some cases, Russia used this evidence to claim that an attack did not happen at all. After one hospital bombing in 2016, for example, an MoD spokesman presented satellite imagery showing no damage to the hospital in question. However, an open-source investigation conducted shortly after the incident suggested that the hospital was damaged extensively and that the imagery released publicly by the Russian MoD was either altered or taken prior to the attack.

More frequently, however, Russia falsely attributed its attacks to non-regime actors. In April 2018, for example, Lavrov called the regime’s chemical attack in Douma a “fabrication.” But when international outrage increased, the MoD presented statements purportedly from medics at Douma’s hospital which blamed Britain for the attack instead. In response to the humanitarian aid convoy attack in September 2016, MoD officials first denied responsibility. They then claimed a U.S. Predator drone had been present shortly before the attack, released an interview with an “expert” claiming to have evidence that rebels were responsible for the attack, and finally released a drone video supposedly depicting armed terrorists as part of the convoy.

Legitimizing Indiscriminate Violence by the Regime and Russian Forces: To achieve its second goal, Russian outlets undertook a concerted campaign to militarize the victims and the witnesses of the atrocities. In the early days of the campaign, the MoD published videos of its airstrikes on its official YouTube channel, many of which—five out of every six, according to one investigation—were falsely labeled as attacks on “terrorist infrastructure.” Instead, they appeared to target towns or facilities used and inhabited by civilians. Meanwhile, Russian rhetoric consistently claimed that Syria’s moderate opposition was “allied” with terrorist organizations (including the Islamic State, the Nusrah Front, Jabhat Fateh al-Sham, and Hay’at Tahrir al-Sham) in order to justify increasingly brutal tactics against them and legitimize even wider swaths of territory as “terrorist strongholds.”

Russia also conducted a disinformation campaign against the Syrian Civil Defence, or “White Helmets.” Throughout the conflict, the White Helmets played a role as search-and-rescue volunteers in areas targeted by the regime and its allies, saving thousands of civilians while also documenting the worst human rights abuses. For example, the White Helmets publicly released footage of the Khan Sheikhoun chemical attack. The Russian government’s campaign against the White Helmets began as early as 2015. By 2017, RT and Sputnik—along with thousands of bots and “sock puppet” accounts, which post under multiple fake
identities controlled by a single user—were promoting a narrative that the White Helmets were a terrorist organization linked to al-Qaeda (or sometimes the Islamic State) and thus a “legitimate target” for the regime to attack. By 2018, a Bellingcat investigation uncovered a new twist. Russian media and MoD-linked bodies, including the Russian Centre for Reconciliation of Opposing Sides in Syria (RCROSS), claimed that not only were the White Helmets terrorists but that they were also linked to chemical weapons attacks in Idlib, Hama, and Aleppo. The vast majority of such claims explicitly stated that the White Helmets were planning a chemical attack as a “false flag” to provoke the West into attacking the regime.

Undermining the Western Narrative of the Conflict: In pursuit of its third goal, the Russian government regularly undermined reporting by Western media and non-governmental organizations. Unlike the campaign against the White Helmets, however, these disinformation campaigns tended to be single-issue oriented and reactive in nature. After both Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch released reports about Russian use of cluster munitions in Syria, for example, the MoD released yet another categorical denial: “Russian aviation does not use them.” Shortly thereafter, RT appeared to have accidentally released footage showing cluster bombs at Hmeimim air base. Then, after realizing its mistake, RT quickly deleted the video and re-uploaded with the evidentiary frames removed to maintain “deniability.” After Amnesty International released similar reporting about the use of incendiary weapons, the MoD struck back by claiming that the report consisted of “fakes and clichés” and accused Amnesty International of releasing false reports to “distract the international community.” Meanwhile, when Russia was blamed for strikes on schools in Idlib in 2019, Moscow’s Foreign Ministry claimed to be the victim of an “information attack” by international media outlets (including the Independent and Al Jazeera) and a “hoax” perpetrated by the White Helmets and UNICEF.

Russian officials also attempted to portray the situation in Syria as returning to normal in its propaganda directed at the international community and refugees. According to the MoD, nearly 644,000 Syrian refugees returned from abroad between 2015 and 2019—a figure nearly three times higher than official reporting from UNHCR, which estimated the total voluntary returnees from 2015 through 2019 at around 217,000. The same MoD report claimed that 1.3 million additional IDPs returned to their homes and suggested that infrastructure rehabilitation and humanitarian assistance were ongoing. These claims presented a false picture of stability that endangered IDPs and refugees. According to neighboring government officials, the UNHCR played a major role in countering this propaganda among refugee populations and was helped along by the fact that many refugees maintained contact with their relatives or friends still in Syria.

Implications

Russia’s behavior from 2015 through 2020 suggests a deliberate strategy of attacking civilian targets while simultaneously attempting to diffuse or deflect responsibility. Despite these actions, there were some limits to the efficacy of Russia’s disinformation campaign and diplomatic efforts. International outlets—including the United Nations—increased their reporting on Russia’s violations of international law and humanitarian norms throughout the campaign. Though attempts to “shame” Russia into changing its behavior were largely ineffective in the short run, Russian credibility will likely be undermined in the long run. As the next chapter highlights, Russia’s diplomatic efforts to support ceasefires and de-escalation agreements were critical to its ability to achieve strategic objectives. But by expending significant political capital to avoid accountability for its punishment campaign, Russia may have lost leverage in the future.
Chapter 05

The Diplomatic Campaign
Moscow orchestrated a diplomatic campaign that complemented Russia’s military efforts. Russian diplomacy played a critical role in enabling Moscow to achieve the intervention’s strategic objectives: securing President Bashar al-Assad in power and ensuring Russian influence in the Levant for decades to come. Rather than existing on separate tracks, Russia coordinated its political and military efforts to facilitate gains on the ground in Syria and leverage at the international negotiating table. While the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs negotiated ceasefires and de-escalation agreements in Geneva and Astana, the Ministry of Defense exploited those agreements to rest and refit pro-regime forces and then violate the agreements when operations were ready, knowing their rivals and the United Nations lacked any means to enforce them. Russian diplomatic and military efforts were not always perfectly synchronized, but they were better integrated than their rivals, enabling Moscow to link battlefield gains to diplomatic leverage.

This chapter details Russia’s use of diplomacy to further its political and military objectives in Syria. The chapter begins with an overview of Moscow’s diplomatic involvement since 2012 in international negotiations over the Syrian Civil War. It details Russia’s political efforts with the United States to implement a nationwide ceasefire in 2016, assesses Russia’s coordination with Turkey and Jordan for so-called de-escalation zones in northern and southern Syria in 2017, and examines how Moscow exploited both of these processes to advance its strategic objectives. The chapter then moves to Russia’s use of military diplomacy with the United States, Turkey, and Israel to deconflict and secure Russian battlefield priorities while simultaneously pressuring and constraining the operations of its rivals. The chapter concludes...
Political Diplomacy

Russia played a central diplomatic role in the Syrian conflict beginning in 2012 and was vital in preventing any significant, unified international action—other than sanctions—against the Assad regime. While wielding its veto power at the UN Security Council (UNSC) to weaken or block council measures against Damascus, Moscow was at the center of the various UN-led Syrian peace process initiatives beginning in 2012, including for ceasefires for the civil war and plans for a transitional government inclusive of both the regime and the opposition. Russia, however, was unable to gain any acquiescence from the Assad regime to meet the international community’s demands. Yet Moscow was also unwilling to press the regime for reform or transition from power, since ensuring the regime’s military victory in the civil war and maintenance of unrivalled power in Damascus were important to Russian strategic interests.

Russia’s diplomatic efforts during the Syrian peace process and civil war were intended to—and successful in—furthering pro-regime progress on the battlefield and securing Russia’s strategic objectives in the conflict. Russia’s use of diplomacy to enable its military campaign can be seen most clearly in two phases of the war: the Geneva Process and cessation of hostilities (CoH) agreement in 2016; and the Astana Process and creation of de-escalation zones from 2017 through the present.

Geneva Process and the Cessation of Hostilities

International negotiations for a peace resolution to the Syrian war, the so-called Geneva Process, began in 2012. The Geneva Process involved representatives from over a dozen countries, including Russia, and issued a communique in June of that year laying out the steps for an eventual political transition in Syria. Despite continual diplomatic engagement, the Geneva Process failed to make any significant progress on a peace deal due to the Syrian opposition’s demands for Assad to step down from power and Russia’s refusal to consider it. However, the diplomatic track shifted dramatically in the fall of 2015, as Russia sought to leverage its military intervention in Syria and Western powers desired a halt to the conflict. In November 2015, the International Syria Support Group met in Vienna and issued a new communique on the need for a nationwide ceasefire and parallel progress on the political track. In December 2015, Russia and the United States coordinated to pass UNSCR 2254, which formally called for a ceasefire to the civil war, constitutional reforms, and UN-monitored elections at a future date. The first item, a ceasefire, became the focal point of a renewed Geneva track. It resulted in a U.S. and Russian joint statement on February 22, 2016, announcing the establishment of the UN Ceasefire Task Force under UN auspices in Geneva and a nationwide CoH. Up until the CoH announcement, Russia, the regime, and Iranian-backed forces moved aggressively to lock in key battlefield gains, particularly in Latakia, Aleppo, and Damascus, before the CoH came into effect.

After several weeks of relative compliance, pro-regime forces began routinely violating the CoH. They conducted ground operations in the Homs-Hama corridor and Damascus suburbs while conducting airstrikes on opposition strongholds in Idlib and Aleppo. Russian diplomats in Geneva exploited the United Nation’s difficulty in monitoring a nationwide ceasefire and adjudicating alleged violations to deny pro-regime strikes while claiming opposition attacks. With Russian diplomatic cover in Geneva, pro-regime forces used the CoH and the opposition and foreign backers’ overall adherence to it as a means to rest and refit their worn-down forces—and then direct them in concentrated assaults in key contested areas. Knowing that the United States was desperate to keep the ceasefire intact to reduce violence and deliver humanitarian assistance to besieged areas, Russia was able to keep the United States and other opposition
backers onboard throughout the spring by offering new ceasefires and promising humanitarian access. Yet Russia was unable—or more likely unwilling—to deliver the other pro-regime forces.

Russian diplomatic maneuvering achieved its greatest success—and perhaps the worst failure for the United States—in the summer 2016 negotiations over Aleppo. In an effort to prevent pro-regime forces from capturing opposition-held East Aleppo, U.S. diplomats generated a proposal in which the U.S. military would cooperate with the Russian military against the Islamic State and Nusra Front in exchange for a full CoH and a stop to the assault on Aleppo. Exploiting U.S. unwillingness to walk away from a potential ceasefire, Russian officials negotiated for over two months with U.S. officials on the terms of the deal, while pro-regime forces—supported by the Russian military—gained critical battleground, seizing control of Castello Road. Diplomatic efforts culminated in September with an agreement to establish a Joint Implementation Center for U.S. and Russian forces which would share intelligence and coordinate operations against the Islamic State and Nusra Front in exchange for a renewed CoH. The deal collapsed within days, after Russian aircraft struck a UN humanitarian aid convoy headed to East Aleppo. While the United States withdrew from the agreement in early October, Russian and pro-regime forces pressed their assault, seizing all of Aleppo in December.

With the United States and other opposition backers unable to develop any effective enforcement mechanism against pro-regime violations yet still committed to the terms of the CoH, the Russians and the regime continued their military campaign without any significant repercussions while facing a severely weakened opposition. The Geneva Process would continue after the failed effort to implement a CoH, turning its focus to other components of UNSCR 2254 for a new Syrian constitution and unity government. The U.S. side, however, lost most of what leverage it had by ending support to the Syrian opposition in 2017 and by playing a diminishing role in negotiations over the Syrian Civil War.
In addition to slowing regime advances in Idlib, Ankara also leveraged the Astana channel and the improvement of its ties with Moscow for its other major security goal in Syria: gaining Russian acquiescence to Turkey’s invasion in January 2018 of the northwest canton of Afrin.

Since pro-regime forces had successfully retaken other areas, such as Dayr az Zawr and eastern Ghouta, Syria’s leaders sought to launch an offensive in Idlib in the fall of 2018. Moscow agreed, in part because the de-escalation zone had helped stabilize Idlib’s front lines. Moreover, Turkish forces had been unable to deliver on their part of the agreement to push extremist groups, such as Hayat Tahrir al-Sham (HTS), out of the zone. HTS had grown more powerful, co-opting or eliminating more moderate opposition groups. The de-escalation zone began to collapse in the spring of 2019 as regime and Russian forces launched their offensive. Not wanting to risk escalation with the Russian military, Turkish forces did little initially to contest the assault. But unlike the other de-escalation zones, Russia was unable to coax much of the Idlib opposition into reconciliation and surrender agreements. Indeed, as Russian, Syrian, Iranian, and Hezbollah forces waged perhaps a final offensive for Idlib in 2020, HTS and the remaining opposition fighters continued to resist with reinvigorated Turkish assistance.

Diplomatic efforts between Russia and Turkey over Idlib, however, broke down in February 2020 as hostilities between Turkish and Syrian government forces escalated dramatically. In late February, the Syrian air force conducted airstrikes on opposition and Turkish positions in Idlib, killing 33 Turkish soldiers. In response, the Turkish military conducted an unprecedented series of attacks, including drone strikes, on Syrian military targets, shooting down two regime aircraft over Idlib and striking a military airport in Aleppo, sparking further cycles of retaliatory attacks. While all sides, including the Russian military, surged reinforcements to the Idlib frontlines, Russian and Turkish leaders agreed in March 2020 to de-escalate the situation and prevent direct state-on-state conflict, resulting in a ceasefire deal and agreement for joint Turkish-Russian patrols along the key M4 highway.

Southern Syria Zone

Following the initial agreement for a de-escalation zone in southern Syria that Russia, Iran, and Turkey reached in Ankara, Moscow then moved to negotiate and implement a ceasefire with the United States and Jordan—the two countries with the most influence over the southern opposition. In exchange for halting opposition offensive operations, the United States and Jordan demanded the end of the regime’s Daraa offensive and the removal of Iranian and Hezbollah forces from areas near the Israeli and Jordanian borders. Russia, Jordan, and the United States established a trilateral forum in Amman in August 2017 to monitor compliance with the terms of the deal, called the Amman Monitoring Center. Similar to its diplomatic efforts with Turkey in the northwest, Russia used the Amman forum to establish itself as the key powerbroker and mediator for the Syrian conflict while doing little to enforce the terms of the deal. Syrian forces continued attacks on southern opposition forces through 2017, while Iran, Hezbollah, and Shia militia remained near the Golan Heights. Russia’s deployment of 200 military police and more than a dozen checkpoints were largely a symbolic display, and they provided little military and policing utility. Russia also used the agreement to develop closer ties with Jordan and gain acquiescence for Moscow and Damascus’s objectives. Exploiting Amman’s fears of instability on its northern border and a grudging acceptance that Assad would ultimately prevail, Jordan began ending its support to the opposition in 2018 and negotiating the opposition’s surrender with the Russians. The diplomatic effort coincided with a pro-regime offensive into Daraa to defeat those groups that continued to fight. With Russian airpower, Syrian forces retook Daraa City in July 2018 and the rest of Daraa and Quneitra Provinces in the fall of 2018.
Military Diplomacy

Moscow also utilized military diplomacy, including strategic-level forums and operational deconfliction channels to ensure Russian freedom of action on the battlefield, limit risk of escalation with other outside powers, and reinforce its diplomatic maneuvering. Russia viewed military-to-military channels with the United States as a means to delineate respective areas of operation for battlefield campaigns while also using it as a propaganda tool to trumpet U.S.-Russian parity and military cooperation. Russia also established a “hotline” with Israel in the fall of 2015 to deconflict air operations and ensure the safety of Israeli pilots and Russian troops in Syria located near the Iranian, Hezbollah, and Syrian regime sites that the Israelis were striking. While mostly successful, Russia-Israel deconfliction grew increasingly tense as Israel escalated its campaign in Syria. Russia used military deconfliction with Turkey to reduce the risk of confrontation and miscalculation in the congested battlespace of northwest Syria while simultaneously using coordination and de-escalation agreements to opportunistically draw Turkey away from the United States and the NATO alliance—a core Russian objective.


Deconfliction Channels and Operational Areas:

Russia’s military intervention into Syria in the fall of 2015 coincided with the expansion of the U.S.-led campaign against the Islamic State to roll back the group’s territorial gains across northern Syria. While the two sides were not direct combatants, the close proximity, congested airspace, and competing objectives of their respective campaigns compelled them to deconflict operations and delineate battlespace. The first high-level discussion between the U.S. and Russian militaries began in October 2015 when the U.S. Department of Defense and Russian Ministry of Defense held a video teleconference to discuss “safety of flight” issues over Syria. The discussion led to an agreement later that month that enshrined standards and procedures for air-to-air communication and interactions, and the United States and Russia established a formal communication line and deconfliction between the two sides command headquarters.

U.S.-Russian military deconfliction grew to include multiple communication channels at different echelons of command, all with the objective of limiting the risk of direct hostilities and enabling freedom of maneuver. At the strategic level, Chief of the Russian General Staff Valery Gerasimov and U.S. Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General Joseph Dunford maintained a channel for senior engagement. They utilized this channel in particular during times of tension as battlefield campaigns converged, such as in Aleppo in 2016 and Dayr az Zawr in 2017 and 2018. At the campaign level, the Russian commander in Syria and the three-star U.S. general commanding Combined Joint Task Force: Operation Inherent Resolve established a channel for operational battlefield deconfliction. At the tactical level, the 24-hour “hotline” created between Russian military headquarters at Hmeimim air base in Syria and U.S. personnel at the Combined Air Operations Center (CAOC) in Qatar was the primary, day-to-day line of communication between the two sides.

The U.S.-Russian deconfliction channels were largely successful in reducing the risk to each side’s military personnel on the ground and in the air over Syria, as well as their respective allies and proxies. As the U.S.-led coalition expanded its operations on the ground in northern Syria in 2016 with the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF), the U.S.-Russian “safety of flight” channel would be used to negotiate informal but largely respected “operational boxes” and “no-strike zones” to delineate respective areas of ground operations, air transport corridors, and restricted areas for air strikes. While deconfliction efforts helped avert a major accident and direct U.S.-Russian confrontation, Russia leveraged these channels to confuse and disrupt the U.S. side while also aiming to compel greater coordination between the two countries.
“Cooperation” with the United States: From the beginning of its intervention in Syria, Russia sought to entice and compel the United States into greater cooperation in counterterrorism operations against the Islamic State and Nusrah Front. President Putin and other senior Russian officials perceived U.S.-Russian cooperation in Syria as a means for Russia to reduce its international pariah status after the invasion of Ukraine. Russian leaders sought to portray high-level U.S.-Russian discussions over Syria as the meeting of the region’s two great powers and potential battlefield cooperation as a sensible way to defeat a common enemy in the Islamic State and al-Qaeda and bring stability to Syria. In 2015 and 2016, Russian military officials proposed numerous arrangements, including sharing intelligence on terrorist groups, formally dividing Syria into areas of responsibility, and synchronizing campaigns and operations against the Islamic State in eastern Syria. Discussions on U.S.-Russian coordination failed to take root with U.S. officials for several reasons. Moscow and Washington had diametrically opposed core objectives in Syria: Russia sought to save and strengthen Assad; the United States sought to defeat the Islamic State and encourage a political transition of Assad from power. In addition, Section 1241 of the 2015 National Defense Authorization Act prohibited the U.S. military from cooperating with Russia because of Moscow’s “aggressive activities that threaten the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Ukraine and members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.” For this reason, U.S. forces in Syria fighting the Islamic State and conducting occasional strikes against Nusrah Front high-level targets could not coordinate operations with Russia. From a military perspective, Russia’s campaign throughout 2015 and 2016 was focused on targeting opposition and insurgent forces against the Assad regime in western Syria, not the Islamic State in eastern Syria. So Russia was of questionable utility against Islamic State anyway. Moreover, U.S. military and intelligence officials were concerned that any U.S.-Russian arrangement to share intelligence and targeting information would pose significant counterintelligence risks if Russian officials sought to collect on U.S. tactics, techniques, procedures, sources, and methods. From a policy perspective, Russia’s ardent support of the Assad regime and military complicity in indiscriminate attacks and targeting of Syrian civilians meant the United States could not partner with Russia in any significant way on the battlefield. U.S. officials considered some Russian offers to share intelligence and targeting information against the Islamic State and al-Qaeda in exchange for Moscow delivering on core U.S. policy demands for the civil war (such as resuming a nationwide cessation of hostilities in the summer of 2016). But Russia’s inability or unwillingness to reach a ceasefire and many U.S. officials’ objections to cooperation with Russia rendered such discussions a dead end.

Despite Washington’s rebuffing of these overtures, Moscow continually sought to portray battlefield cooperation as a necessary and natural division of labor among great powers and recast U.S. reluctance to cooperate to imply the United States was not serious about counterterrorism. When attempts at enticing U.S. cooperation failed, Russian forces in Syria turned to a different tool: coercion.

Provocation, Propaganda, and Conflict: Russia mostly abided by the terms of the deconfliction channels and informal agreements with the United States on areas of operations. At times, however, Russian forces engaged in provocative action and disregarded standard deconfliction procedures to bring the U.S. military back to the negotiating table while testing U.S. limits and resolve in Syria. Russian forces manipulated deconfliction lines, such as crossing into U.S. operating space and delaying or providing no response to U.S. requests via the CAOC-Hmeimim hotline, in order to secure additional agreements from the U.S. coalition as both sides progressed into new battlefield spaces during their campaigns. Simultaneously, Moscow employed disinformation about these events to sow confusion among international audiences, as to who was at fault, and even among U.S. negotiators, as to whether Russian actions were purposeful or genuine mistakes. And when
the U.S. and Russian sides did return to negotiations, Moscow could again portray it as the meeting of great power peers in the region. This routine played out on several occasions throughout the conflict.

In June 2016, the Russian air force launched a series of strikes against the Al-Tanf garrison in southern Syria near the Jordanian border. The garrison was a key site for U.S. and Jordanian forces to train and equip Syrian militia partners to counter the Islamic State. U.S. military forces dispatched aircraft to the area to deter further Russian strikes and issued urgent and repeated requests via the deconfliction channels for Russian forces to cease operations. Russian forces not only refused to respond to coalition requests but returned to conduct another series of strikes when U.S. aircraft departed the area to refuel. The Russian airstrikes on Al-Tanf coincided with high-level negotiations between U.S. and Russian officials in Switzerland, during which Russian interlocutors erroneously claimed that their military had thought Al-Tanf—which by this time was hosting U.S. and Jordanian military forces—was an "ISIS camp" and that the U.S. and Russian militaries needed to cooperate to prevent such misunderstandings.

Al-Tanf emerged again as a flashpoint for U.S.-Russian deconfliction in May 2017, as pro-regime forces began their push into southern and central Syria after the fall of Aleppo. Over the previous year, U.S. and Russian officials had negotiated a 55-km "deconfliction zone" around Al-Tanf, where the U.S.-led coalition continued to expand. The agreement precluded pro-regime forces from entering the 55-km zone, and the U.S. side had been clear on its willingness to use force to secure the zone and the garrison. On May 18, a pro-regime convoy of Syrian and Iranian-backed Shia militia forces entered the zone, reaching within 25 kilometers of Al-Tanf before being struck by U.S. aircraft. U.S. officials warned Russian counterparts using the deconfliction line before, during, and after the attack that the breach would not be tolerated. Russian military officials at times denied the zone had been violated, claimed the units were not pro-regime forces, and then said they were but were there to counter the Islamic State. After weeks of tense standoff, pro-regime forces eventually departed the area in late June but returned again on several occasions to test U.S. and coalition forces.

In northern and eastern Syria, the Russian military employed a similar series of high-risk actions and provocations against the U.S.-led forces as the two coalitions converged along the Euphrates River Valley in 2017. U.S. and Russian forces had reached an informal agreement for the river to serve as a demarcation line for their respective campaigns, with U.S., coalition, and SDF forces operating north and east of the river and Russian-backed, pro-regime forces operating to the south and west. Until the summer of 2017, Russian forces had largely abided by the agreement, albeit with occasional Syrian government and Iranian-backed militia attempts to cross the river. The situation changed dramatically in the fall of 2017, as U.S. coalition and pro-regime forces made advances toward Dayr az Zawr, triggering the "race for the Euphrates" and control of key terrain and economic resources in the region.

By the end of 2017, pro-regime forces, with Russian support, launched regular artillery and air strikes east of the river near U.S.-coalition and SDF positions while claiming they were targeting Islamic State units in the area. The Russian air force had also begun routinely flying over the Euphrates River boundary, on several occasions narrowly avoiding collision with coalition aircraft. Similar to the escalation around Al-Tanf, Russian forces responded inconsistently to U.S. requests to cease activity via the air deconfliction line but leveraged their actions to bring U.S. forces back to the negotiating table to delineate areas of operation and control over key terrain in the Middle Euphrates River Valley. Russian provocations in the area, however, finally crossed U.S. red lines in February 2018, when pro-regime forces, including Russian mercenaries, launched a direct attack on U.S. and SDF positions near the Conoco gas field in the town of Khasham, as detailed in Chapter 3. As pro-regime forces built and readied their assault force east of Dayr az Zawr and throughout the attack, U.S. forces repeatedly warned Russian counterparts via deconfliction channels to
withdraw west of the river. As Russian officials denied the presence of Russian military forces, U.S. forces unleashed a devastating counterattack, killing hundreds of pro-regime forces, including Russian mercenaries.45

While it was unclear whether Russian command in Syria directed the assault or merely became aware of Russian PMC involvement through U.S. entreaties to cease attack, Russian forces subsequently understood U.S. redlines for high-risk action. The Russian military again exploited uncertainty over the command and structure of pro-regime forces and Russia’s role within it to deny Russian knowledge of, and involvement in, the attack. The use of PMCs to take provocative but deniable actions on the ground, however, would be a key lesson for Russian forces.

**Russian-Israeli Deconfliction: Effective Coordination in a High-Risk Environment, October 2015–2020**

Along with the United States and Turkey, the other regional power operating in Syria that Russia had to contend with was Israel, which since 2015 had been conducting periodic airstrikes targeting Iranian weapons shipments to Hezbollah. While diplomatic, economic, and cultural ties had strengthened between the two countries over the previous decade, the Russian military and Israel Defense Forces (IDF) had little interaction prior to Russia’s intervention, and each military sought to avoid confrontation with the other. With Russia’s entry, Israel aimed to continue its air campaign in Syria while avoiding striking Russian personnel. Russia sought to ensure Israeli strikes were not aimed at weakening the Assad regime and avoided Russian troops. In September 2015, during a visit from Israeli prime minister Benjamin Netanyahu to Moscow, Russia and Israel announced an agreement to coordinate military actions over Syria to avoid incidents.46 The next month, the two militaries established a deconfliction “hotline” similar to that of the United States and Russia. While Moscow publicly trumpeted such “coordination” with Israel—the closest U.S. ally in the region—Israeli officials were more discreet; then-Defense Minister Moshe Yaalon in October 2015 summarized the Israeli position as: “We don’t interfere with them and they don’t interfere with us.”47

Russian-Israeli deconfliction efforts were generally successful through 2016 but became significantly more complicated in 2017 for three main reasons. First, after the pro-regime victory in Aleppo, Iranian and Hezbollah forces moved to expand their presence in southern Syria near the Golan Heights, building weapons and intelligence facilities and training Shia militia fighters to create a second front against Israel along Lebanon. Second, Israel had intensified its strike campaign across Syria, continuing to target Iranian weapons transfers to Hezbollah as well as the new Iranian positions encroaching the Israeli border.48 Third, as Russia expanded its own military presence in Syria through the war, Russian forces and air defense systems were now co-located or nearby Syrian airfields and militaries, such as at T-4 and the Damascus International Airport, that were also locations of Iranian weapons transfers and therefore targets for Israeli strikes.49 Thus, the Israelis were confronted with the risk of accidentally striking Russian troops or being targeted by capable Russian air defense systems such as the S-300, while the Russians faced a higher tempo and broader scope of Israeli strikes near their locations and limited ability to constrain Iran’s provocative activity.

Russia, Israel, and the United States negotiated in 2017 and 2018 to create a buffer, or “No Iran” zone, constraining Iranian and proxy forces from operating within 80 km of the Israeli and Jordanian borders. Russia, however, proved unable to deliver Iran’s acceptance, resulting in continued Iranian activity and increasing Israeli strikes.50 While the deconfliction line continued to function, the risk of mistakes, miscalculation, and potential escalation continued to grow. Tensions reached a crescendo in September 2018 when, following an Israeli airstrike in southern Syria, Syrian air defense forces accidentally shot down a Russian Il-20 reconnaissance aircraft which they mistook for an Israeli aircraft, killing 15 Russian troops.51
Rather than provoking escalation, both President Putin and Prime Minister Netanyahu sought to defuse tensions, calling the shootdown a tragic accident and spurring the two militaries to enhance their level of communication via the hotline. Russian military leaders privately demanded more advanced warning from Israel before conducting airstrikes but continued to coordinate with the IDE. Publicly, Russian officials have continued to condemn Israel’s strike campaign, which Israeli defense analysts as of December 2019 perceived mainly as Russian propaganda aimed at assuaging Iran and the Assad regime. In the long term, IDF officials were skeptical of Russia’s ability to constrain Iranian activity but assessed that the deconfliction channel continued to function effectively and had played a key role in enabling IDF freedom of action and safety of flight. At the political level, Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs officials assessed that the Russian-Israeli coordination over Syria was working similarly well, with strong relationships between Moscow’s lead diplomats on Syria—Special Envoy for Syria Alexander Lavrentiev and Deputy Foreign Minister Sergei Vershinin—and Israeli counterparts at the MFA and prime minister’s office.

Russian-Turkish Deconfliction: From Opponents to Partners, 2015-2020

Russian-Turkish relations by 2015 had become deeply strained over Moscow’s alliance with the Assad regime and Ankara’s support to the Syrian opposition. Tensions escalated following Russia’s military intervention in September 2015 and peaked in November following the Turkish air force’s shootdown of a Russian Su-24 attack aircraft that approached Turkish airspace from northwest Syria. After ejecting over opposition-held territory, the Russian pilot was killed by local forces, but Russian forces were able to rescue the navigator. Moscow responded immediately and forcefully. Russian forces conducted repeated and heavy airstrikes on Turkish-backed opposition forces in Latakia and Idlib Provinces near the site of the shootdown. Putin called Turkey’s actions “a stab in the back, carried out by the accomplices of terrorists” and further retaliated with economic sanctions targeting key parts of the Turkish economy, including restrictions on trade and tourism. After months of severe Russian sanctions, Turkish president Erdogan in June 2016 finally apologized for the shootdown. By August, the Russian and Turkish militaries had agreed to create a deconfliction “hotline”—similar to the Russian hotlines with Israel and the United States—between their general staffs to avoid future incidents.

Putin had humbled Erdogan and had an opportunity to draw Ankara closer into its orbit amid worsening U.S.-Turkish relations over Syria. Russian officials perceived and exploited the strain over growing U.S. support to the Kurdish People’s Protection Units, or YPG. Beginning in late 2014, the YPG became one of the first local U.S. partners to counter the Islamic State during the Battle of Kobani. As the U.S.-led campaign accelerated, the YPG became the lead force of a new multiethnic coalition of fighters called the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF), which spearheaded operations against the Islamic State toward Raqqa and the Euphrates River Valley.

The opportunity to seize the diplomatic opening came in July 2016 when parts of the Turkish military launched a coup against Erdogan, narrowly missing the Turkish president before ultimately failing. Putin was the first world leader to call Erdogan and offer support, resulting in a visit to Moscow the following month and steady improvement in relations, including over each other’s operations in Syria. In August 2016, the Turkish military launched Operation Euphrates Shield, its first formal military intervention into Syrian territory, to clear parts of the northern Syrian border of both Islamic State and SDF fighters. But neither Russian nor other pro-regime forces took action to contest or constrain the Turkish incursion. That fall, while Russia and Syrian forces launched their devastating siege and seizure of East Aleppo, the home of numerous Turkish-backed opposition groups, Ankara did little to contest, eventually aligning with Russia and Iran to pursue a ceasefire agreement through the Astana process (after Aleppo already had fallen).
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Strategic and diplomatic alignment between Moscow and Ankara deepened as Turkish objectives shifted from ousting the Assad regime to rolling back SDF gains. In January 2018, Turkish forces invaded Syria for the second time with the launch of Operation Olive Branch into the primarily Kurdish Afrin canton in northwest Syria. Despite continuing tensions over Russian support to Syrian operations against Turkish-backed opposition forces in neighboring Idlib, the Turkish assault—which was actually spearheaded by Syrian opposition proxies—received no condemnation from Moscow. From Moscow’s perspective, the opportunity to strengthen relations with Ankara and drive a deeper wedge between the United States and Turkey was worth the cost of ceding territory in Afrin.

Moscow’s cultivation of relations with Ankara and exploitation of U.S.-Turkish tensions over the U.S.-SDF partnership culminated in the summer and fall of 2019 in northeast Syria. Turkish leaders issued public and private warnings to U.S. and coalition officials of another Turkish incursion, this time targeting the SDF’s core territory in northeast Syria, which hosted key coalition facilities for the campaign against the Islamic State. U.S. and Turkish negotiators met throughout the summer and early fall to implement a “safe zone” along the Syria-Turkey border, remove SDF forces and fortifications from the area, and conduct joint patrols to enforce the agreement.

The Turkish military launched its third major incursion into Syria following the October 6, 2019, phone call between President Trump and President Erdogan and the U.S. announcement that Turkey would move forward with its operation into northern Syria and U.S. forces would withdraw from the area. Dubbed Operation Peace Spring, the Turkish offensive quickly captured key SDF-held border towns such as Tel Abyad and Ras al Ain as well as territory up to the vital M4 highway before stalling against SDF resistance. Simultaneously, U.S. forces rapidly withdrew from the area, leaving the SDF exposed to Turkish incursions from the north and regime and Russian advances from the west into towns and facilities U.S. forces had vacated.

Abandoned by U.S. forces and facing a Turkish onslaught, SDF leadership had little choice but to turn to Russia and the Assad regime for assistance. In mid-October, Russian and Syrian government forces moved swiftly into northeast Syria, establishing checkpoints along the M4 highway and occupying former U.S. coalition bases in Manbij, Kobani, Raqqa, and Qamishli. Within a day, Russian forces reestablished a Syrian government presence in northeast Syria without firing a shot. Moscow also peeled away the U.S. military’s primary Syrian partner and secured a massive propaganda victory, hoisting the Russian and Syrian government flags over bases where the U.S. flag flew just days prior.

While bolstering ties to the SDF, Moscow also moved quickly to exploit the chaos in northeast Syria to improve relations with Ankara—at Washington’s expense. While nominally negotiating the terms of a ceasefire with senior U.S. administration officials, Erdogan accepted an invitation from President Putin to meet with him instead in Sochi to find a deal. In late October, the Russian and Turkish leaders announced an agreement for Russian forces to enter the area, remove forces from the designated “safe zones,” and conduct joint patrols with Turkish forces to secure the area.

Years of military diplomacy to cultivate ties with Ankara, combined with its ability to act quickly when opportunities presented themselves in Syria, enabled Moscow to achieve an unexpected set of strategic victories. The Syrian government reasserted control in key parts of northeast Syria, U.S. forces withdrew from bases and lost prestige and influence, Russia improved ties with the SDF at the United States’ expense, and Russia drew Turkey away from the United States and NATO’s orbit.

Conclusion

Russia’s diplomatic efforts throughout the Syrian war were successful in helping advance Moscow’s core strategic aims: keeping Assad in power and gradually reasserting regime influence across Syria. To be sure, Russian political and military diplomacy did not achieve
all of Russia’s goals in Syria. The Syrian opposition resisted a political transition that would leave President Assad in power; Turkey and the United States each retained military footprints (albeit a shrinking one on the U.S. side); and Israel continued to conduct strikes in Syria. Russia also lacked control over the Assad regime’s decisionmaking and influence over its other key backers, Iran and Hezbollah, hindering Moscow’s ability to deliver pro-regime allies on negotiated deals. Nonetheless, Russia’s novel blending of military and diplomatic tools and linking of tactical actions to diplomatic leverage played a critical role in securing Russia’s long-term strategic influence in Syria while reducing that of rivals such as the United States.

In reviewing Russia’s diplomatic campaign, there are several core themes:

- **Employing information warfare:** Pervasive across all political and military diplomatic efforts were Russian information operations—a blend of diplomatic maneuvering, propaganda, and disinformation aimed at justifying its intervention, discrediting rivals, and slowing or paralyzing diplomatic action against Russian and Syrian regime actions.

- **Exploiting Western democracies and international organizations:** In contrast to the democratic, bureaucratic, and legal processes governing policymakers in the United States and Western democracies, Russia’s authoritarian decisionmaking process enabled Moscow to react quickly to opportunities in Syria and fuse military and political diplomacy in a unified effort. As a permanent member of the UN Security Council, Russia was ideally positioned to ensure its influence over any international effort to resolve the conflict while also providing diplomatic cover for the Assad regime and the war on the ground by blocking any significant measures to pressure Assad from power.

- **Risk tolerance and unity of effort:** While Moscow’s military and diplomatic efforts were not perfectly synchronized, they were generally better coordinated than those of the United States and its partners, enabling Russia to link battlefield progress with diplomatic leverage and use the negotiating table to lock in pro-regime gains. Along with better decisionmaking agility, Russia’s greater operational risk tolerance and willingness to surge operational activity allowed it to secure greater battlefield accommodations for pro-regime advances.
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Implications and Takeaways
During a brisk walk on a country road in the early-nineteenth century, the Irish statesman John Wilson Croker and Arthur Wellesley, 1st Duke of Wellington, amused themselves by attempting to guess what sort of country they might discover on the other side of the hills. When Croker expressed surprise that Wellington was so accurate in his guesses, the latter responded matter-of-factly, “Why I have spent all of my life in trying to guess what was at the other side of the hill.” Wellington went on to explain, “All the business of war, and indeed all the business of life, is to endeavor to find out what you don’t know by what you do; that’s what I called ‘guessing what was at the other side of the hill.’” As the United States competes with powers such as Russia and China, case studies such as the Russian campaign in Syria offer an invaluable opportunity to understand what is on “the other side of the hill.” The strategies, operations, and tactics of adversaries—including their strengths and weaknesses—need to be analyzed and understood.

Following Russia’s entry into the war in 2015, the Syrian army and other ground forces—with Russian support—retook successive Syrian cities such as Aleppo, Homs, Palmyra, and Dayr az Zawr. As argued in Chapter 3, Russia’s military intervention in Syria can be loosely divided into three campaign phases centered around different but supporting strategic objectives: stabilizing the Assad regime in core areas of western Syria (September 2015 to spring 2016); going on the offensive in the west to recapture Aleppo (spring 2016 to spring 2017); and countering the Islamic State in central and eastern Syria (spring 2017 to spring 2018). By 2020, the Syrian government—with Russian and Iranian support—controlled most of Syria’s major cities and retook bases in Manbij and Kobani abandoned by U.S. forces in 2019. Yet Russia still
struggled to clear entrenched rebel groups from Idlib Province in northwestern Syria, as the population also had to deal with the COVID-19 crisis.

Unlike Moscow’s approach in Afghanistan in the 1980s, which involved a heavy footprint of 115,000 Soviet forces to fight the Afghan mujahideen, Russian political and military leaders adopted a vastly different approach in Syria beginning in 2015. This approach reflected their observations of U.S.-led operations and other experiences. Syrian army forces, not the Russian army, served as the main maneuver element to take back territory. Syrian forces were supported by militia forces such as Lebanese Hezbollah (which received support from Iran’s IRGC-QF, led by Qasem Soleimani) and private military contractors such as the Wagner Group (which received training and other aid from the Russian military). These forces did most of the fighting and held territory once it was cleared, with help from Russian special operations forces on the ground. To support these forces, Russia conducted 60 to 70 air strikes per day on insurgents and their infrastructure, including 120 to 140 strikes per day during periods of high intensity.

Over the course of its campaign, Russia challenged U.S. influence in the Middle East with a limited military footprint. This approach was partially by design but also reflected their limitations in deploying a larger force. As noted in Chapter 2, Russian leaders believed Syria was a strategically-important hub for Moscow in the Middle East, particularly as competition increased with the United States. In addition, Russian leaders assessed that the United States and its partners were attempting to overthrow Bashar al-Assad’s regime and replace it with a friendly government, directly threatening Russian strategic interests. Consequently, Russia seized an opportunity to apply military force to expand its economic, diplomatic, and military power and influence in the region, assessing that the United States would do little to contest this action.

This chapter focuses on two types of lessons. The first centers on Russia, and the second type includes broader lessons for the United States and other Western countries. Both types are, of course, still a work in progress. It will take years to fully understand Russia’s involvement in Syria. The war is far from over and Syria is just one campaign in an evolving Russian strategic and military landscape. But key takeaways already exist that can help inform policymakers, military leaders, and others interested in international politics.

**Understanding Russia**

This section highlights several broad observations: the evolution of Russia’s operational art, war-fighting capabilities, military leadership experience, and political influence in the region. While many of these developments may seem new, in some cases they represent a continuation of an evolving trend in Russian military culture. In addition, some advancements, such as the Russian use of partner forces and development of mobile command and control information systems, were likely influenced by Western developments.

**Russian Operational Art**

Russia adopted a light-footprint approach in Syria that was part of what Russian Chief of the Army Staff Valery Gerasimov referred to as the “new” approach for achieving political-military goals. Rather than applying a heavy hand, Moscow leveraged air assets, unmanned aerial vehicles, civil-military units (military police and “reconciliation” centers), special operations forces, and informational assets. This approach reflected an emerging concept that Gerasimov termed the “strategy of limited actions” to be executed beyond Russia’s borders. It emphasized what Western militaries term a “common operating picture” to enable precision strikes, including a focus on information, surveillance, and reconnaissance systems. For ground operations, Moscow relied on Iranian and Syrian units, including Syrian Tiger Forces, Lebanese Hezbollah, and militias composed of fighters from Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iraq, Palestinian territory, and other areas trained by the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps-Quds Force. Russia’s use of proxies and ability to work with partner forces allowed it to utilize a light footprint but constrained
its ability to achieve quick and decisive results in some areas. One example was Russia’s prolonged fight in Idlib Province, which relied on Syrian forces, local militias, and Turkish cooperation to execute the operation.

To achieve Moscow’s objectives, the Russian Group of Forces was formed around an aerospace-led joint task force which brought together various elements from across Russia’s military districts under a three-star general. This structure embodied a joint and combined arms approach that was a continuation of past reform efforts and military campaigns. By designating the aerospace forces as lead, Russia intimated the nature and focus of its military actions. This task force was aptly suited to bring precision strikes to bear based on information received via small advisory teams in the field. Russian special operations forces, military police, and private military contractors continuously informed the overall picture, allowing Russia to develop its unconventional approach to working with partner forces and alongside paramilitary formations, civil councils, and other local entities to achieve objectives. As with Russia’s previous campaigns in Georgia and Ukraine, Russia integrated new information into its campaign in Syria. Russian military operations were accompanied by a steady stream of propaganda and information warfare to reinforce their image as a peacemaker while disparaging U.S. and Western actions as destabilizing and counterproductive.

Finally, as described in Chapter 4, Russia conducted a punishment campaign marked by large-scale attacks against civilian and humanitarian infrastructure. Russia attempted to deny food, fuel, and medical aid to rebels while simultaneously eroding civilians’ will to fight or provide support to opposition groups. Overall, Russia hit three types of civilian targets: medical facilities; other civilian infrastructure, such as schools, markets, and agriculture targets; and humanitarian infrastructure, such as aid convoys and camps housing internally displaced persons. These tactics were likely designed to break the will of opposition forces. In addition, these tactics, which were reminiscent of Russia’s campaigns in Chechnya, suggest that Russia will continue to use punishment strategies and tactics in future campaigns. While Russia will likely continue to target civilians during its military campaigns—and may think that punishment strategies are militarily effective—these heavy-handed actions damage their image as a responsible international actor.

**Improvement and Refinement of Russian War-Fighting Technology**

The Russian intervention in Syria was an opportunity to modernize Russia’s war-fighting capabilities and use Syria as a live-fire training range to constantly refine its application of force. Russia improved its employment of forces in an expeditionary manner and used its naval forces to protect maritime resupply. The means of Russian involvement—via airpower and proxies—led to refinement in both. Russian airpower and targeting improved over the course of the war, and two-thirds of its air force personnel rotated through the Syrian theater to gain experience. Not only did the Syrian campaign impart valuable experience for its pilots, but it generated a database of air sorties to test the limits of its airstrikes, which could then be used to refine technological capabilities with their military industrial base.

Perhaps the most important lesson in the technological sphere was Russia’s development of advanced command, control, communications, and intelligence (C3I) field systems on the battlefield, providing data to enable a higher throughput of airstrikes. These systems were integrated into their overarching systems of “reconnaissance strike complexes” (RSCs)—which were designed for the coordinated employment of high-precision, long-range weapons linked to real-time intelligence data and accurate targeting—and were also tested in the Donbass in Ukraine. Russia took advantage of the relatively permissive environment in Syria to test and refine these technologies, integrating them with unmanned aerial systems such as the Orlan-10, Forpost, and Eleron-3SV; electronic warfare; and other intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) capabilities. In sum, Russia’s experience in Syria...
highlights its desire to further refine its ability to strike from afar with an increasing degree of precision. But Russian actions are hardly innovative. Instead, Russia is largely catching up to Western military technology and practices.

A Laboratory for Military Leadership Experience

Russia continually rotated mid- to senior-level leadership to the Syrian theater of operations. Officers received valuable experience on the ground in advisory or leadership roles. Senior leadership rotated every six to nine months and sometimes at shorter intervals. A wide array of officers from various branches of military service and military districts participated in the conflict. Many were promoted following their deployment to Syria, and it would be hard to discount the impact of Syrian combat as an important factor in Russian military promotions. Several of these commanders are top contenders to take over from Valery Gerasimov. By frequently rotating its officers, Russia was not only able to expose these officers to a valuable and contemporary experience but also to spread the burden of war-fighting among its ranks rather than concentrate it in one particular military district or service.

Russia’s Political Influence in the Levant and the Greater Middle East

In some ways, Russia’s military action in Syria merely reflected the arc of Russian involvement from Soviet times, as noted in Chapter 2. Russia had closely observed U.S. actions in Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya, and other countries. The Arab Spring and color revolutions heightened Russian concern of regime change and the potential effects of instability in Syria. Russia positioned itself as a guarantor of Syrian sovereignty while accommodating Turkish security concerns. It was ultimately able to exert significant influence over a weak state to achieve its main objectives.

Looking ahead, Russia will likely remain interested in Syria as a military power projection platform. But Russia has neither the capacity nor the desire to get involved in reconstruction efforts and will likely only posture the minimum amount of military assets in Syria to maintain its interests. Moscow may also be cautious about involvement in a long-term military peacekeeping operation in Syria and has not gained much support from other European and Asian countries to support this mission. While the long-term implications of Russia’s influence in the region are still uncertain, Russia certainly made a splash with its actions in Syria. The symbolic power of Russia’s intervention in Syria matters greatly to other authoritarian states that fear regime change, particularly against the backdrop of a possible U.S. withdrawal from the region.

Moreover, the Russian intervention in Syria demonstrated that Russia is now willing to use force—albeit limited—outside of its traditional and immediate area to achieve its strategic interests. Beginning around 2019, Russia deployed advanced weaponry and private military contractors to Libya in support of General Khalifa Haftar and his eastern Libyan government’s assault on the rival UN-backed Government of National Accord (GNA) in Tripoli. While enabling Haftar’s ground forces with specialized capabilities such as anti-tank guided missiles, snipers, and air defense batteries, Moscow executed extensive disinformation operations to discredit the GNA and offered to help broker a peace agreement. The United States and the West should take note and keep an eye on other potential flashpoints where Moscow could similarly—and opportunistically—further its interests. Russia has expanded its use of private military contractors and special operations forces overseas, including to other areas like Ukraine, the Central African Republic, Sudan, the Sahel, and Venezuela.

The experience in Syria has been a tidewater in some ways for the Russian military. Russia has developed its military technology to offset needed direct troop involvement in far-flung areas. Where ground forces are needed, Russia is more likely to rely on special operations forces, proxy forces, and private military contractors. Syria has been a laboratory for many of Russia’s senior officers to experience a sophisticated and complex security environment. Russia will likely use its Syrian experience
to refine its military strategies, operations, and tactics, and the Russian military will likely make adjustments in the application of force where needed. Unlike the West, which typically looks to the last war in preparing for the next, the Russian military may not overly focus on the Syrian campaign but instead seek to identify lessons from Western military advances as a source of new ideas.

**Broader Lessons**

There are also lessons for the United States and other Western countries from the Russian campaign in Syria, including in such areas as deconfliction, responses short of conventional war, and the strengths and limits of diplomacy.

**Lessons of Deconfliction**

Beyond strict tactical and operational takeaways for the Russian Armed Forces, there are important lessons from the U.S.-Russia deconfliction line. As highlighted in Chapter 5, deconfliction lines were primarily lines of communication between the U.S.-led coalition and the Russian Group of Forces. The United States successfully employed them to ensure the safety of U.S. military forces.

Russia generally respected U.S. military power and ensured the safety of its forces, complying with U.S. directives about deconfliction lines when the directives were backed up by demonstrations of force. However, when the United States was unable to back up these statements, Russia often exploited the gap. Beyond simple deconfliction, these lines also served as lines of communication between senior military leaders. In this vein, they provided Russia a channel to influence U.S. and coalition behavior, and Moscow employed them disproportionally when it lacked viable military alternatives. Similarly, the United States could use deconfliction lines to employ strategic messaging and reinforce diplomatic narratives. The respective usage of lines over the years created at times varying degrees of co-dependency. Starting as a tool to ensure the mutual safety of U.S. forces, the United States learned over time how to employ the lines as a deterrent. Russia, concerned about the safety of its forces, also understood deconfliction lines as a tool through which it could influence, critique, and negotiate.

**Flexible Policy Responses Short of Conventional War**

As highlighted in Chapter 4, Russia adopted both direct and indirect measures as part of its punishment campaign to undermine support for the opposition. While retaliatory military measures by the United States would likely have escalated the conflict, there were likely options below the threshold of conventional warfare which could have put pressure on Russia to change its behavior, such as economic sanctions, information warfare, and diplomatic denunciations. Essential to such a strategy are both communication and credibility, as the Nobel Prize-winning economist Thomas Schelling described in his book *Arms and Influence.*\(^\text{17}\)

In the future, if the United States attempts to deter or coerce Russia or one of its partners through diplomatic, economic, or military measures, it must clearly articulate where the line is and be prepared to follow through on its threat. Attacks that are already considered war crimes—such as targeting hospitals and humanitarian convoys or using chemical weapons against populations—should be a starting point for discussion. Once a red line is established, the United States must enforce it, unlike the Obama administration’s failure to act against breaches of its chemical weapons red line in Syria. Given the trajectory of the conflict and the regularity of Russian abuses, the United States needs to do a better job of preventing Russia and its partners from conducting human rights abuses in the future.

**The Strengths and Limits of Diplomacy**

Russia leveraged its diplomatic power to exploit seams in U.S. and Western responses and policies.\(^\text{18}\) Two aspects that distinguished Russian diplomacy from U.S. diplomacy was the uniformity among Russian political and diplomatic leaders and the seamless nature in which Russian diplomacy complemented military operations on the ground. Russia also uniformly understood and executed their policy, which contrasted sharply with
the mixed signals and motivations that marked U.S. military objectives with untenable policy positions.

For Russia, diplomatic efforts to lock in ceasefires were merely a means to advance their military objectives and were not designed to achieve peace or lessen suffering for those on the ground. In both the Geneva and Astana channels, Russia positioned itself as a designer and implementer of ceasefires and de-escalation agreements while remaining an active combatant on the battlefield. Moscow systemically and consistently exploited these diplomatic processes for military advantage. In some cases, Russia might intensify military activity, lock in those gains with a ceasefire, temporarily reduce hostilities to rest and refit, incrementally violate the agreements to set the stage for new military advances, and then increase military operations when diplomatic arrangements collapse. Understanding the desire of the United Nations, United States, and other actors for a ceasefire and exploiting the lack of an enforcement mechanism for ceasefire violations, Russia’s incremental approach enabled it to advance its military campaign.

U.S. actions in Syria were full of contradictions. The United States and its coalition to defeat the Islamic State were held together by a thin mandate after declaring the caliphate dead in the spring of 2019. U.S. policymakers were opposed to carving up Syria yet were adamantly against a Russian presence in the U.S.-controlled portion of northeastern Syria. While U.S. policymakers said they respected Turkish interests, they also retained a close relationship with Kurdish People’s Protection Units (YPG) until U.S. President Donald Trump’s phone call with Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan in October 2019. While these actions did not present intractable problems to an eventual diplomatic solution, U.S. diplomatic and military officials saw the way forward in starkly different terms.

The shaky foundation and absence of clear priorities on which U.S. policy was built made practical execution on the ground challenging. The mixture of observations from units on the ground and the discussions with U.S. partners via the deconfliction lines opened a unique window for Russia into U.S. and coalition operations. Military posture could often be perceived as contradictory to stated U.S. and coalition goals. This troubling framework, combined with Russian tactical freedom and higher risk acceptance, permitted Russia to test U.S. red lines. Through its diplomatic maneuvering, Russia took advantage of rifts and seams in the European and U.S. alliance, as well as within the United States itself. In addition, Russia positioned its military forces appropriately to exploit gains when and where there were opportunities. Russia frequently continued dialogue with the United States to gain insight—not to reach an agreement (except perhaps an agreement on its terms). Russian leaders may have assessed that they could achieve their objectives by simply waiting for the collapse of the U.S. position itself.

As the Duke of Wellington explained in his desire to better understand what was “at the other side of the hill,” Russia’s campaign in Syria provides an important opportunity to understand Russian strategy, operations, and tactics. Yet it was one campaign at one point in time. The challenge will be to evaluate the evolution in Russian thinking and actions over time and in various geographic areas. Chief of the Russian General Staff Valery Gerasimov may have said it best in describing the evolution of warfare. “Each war,” he said, “represents an isolated case, requiring an understanding of its own particular logic, its own unique character.”19
Appendix

Russian Force Composition in Syria

Ground

Personnel

Russian military personnel in Syria included regular forces, special operations forces (such as KSO), Spetsnaz, military police, private military contractors (PMCs), and engineers. Table A.1 provides an overview of Russian ground forces deployed to Syria.

TABLE A.1 Ground Forces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Personnel</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Regular Forces</strong></td>
<td>Aerospace Forces (VKS)</td>
<td>Direct fires; protection of Russian bases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Airborne Troops</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 162nd Separate Recon Battalion of the 7th Guards Air Assault Division</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Naval Infantry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Elite 810th Marine Regiment BSF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ground Forces</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 74th Guards Motor Rifle Brigade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 27th Guards Motor Rifle Brigade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 64th Motor Rifle Brigade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 20th NRBC regiment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 17th EW Brigade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Artillerymen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 120th Separate Artillery Brigade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 8th Artillery Regiment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 439th Guards Rocket Artillery Brigade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Special Operations Forces</strong></td>
<td>KSO</td>
<td>Battlefield reconnaissance; protection of Russian bases; specific assault missions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GRU Spetsnaz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 3rd Guards Spetsnaz Brigade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SVR Spetsnaz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FSB Spetsnaz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>431st Naval Reconnaissance Brigade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zaslon Force (2015)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>USSR Spetsnaz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE A.1 continued
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Military Police</th>
<th>Checkpoint security; policing de-escalation zones; other tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chechen, Ingush, and other military police from the Voennaya politsiya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Private Military Contractors</th>
<th>Assault operations; battlefield reconnaissance; train-advice-assist; secure natural resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wagner Group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Terror Group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS Group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATK Group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slavonic Corps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENOT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cossacks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paramilitary</th>
<th>Reconnaissance; minefield clearing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Russian engineers, technicians, advisers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE A.2 Artillery Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tos-1A</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tornado-G</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9A52 BM-30</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>152mm Msta-B</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE A.3 Armor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T-90</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T-72</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T-62</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BTR-82A armored personnel carrier (APC)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rys Armored Vehicles</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE A.4 Ground-Based Missiles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>System</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tochka (SS-21)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9k720 Iskander-M (SS-26 Stone)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Air

**TABLE A.5** Combat Aircraft

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Variant</th>
<th>NATO Designation</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mig-29</td>
<td>KR/KUBR</td>
<td>Fulcrum-D</td>
<td>Multirole fighter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mig-29</td>
<td>SMT</td>
<td>Fulcrum-E</td>
<td>Multirole fighter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Su-24</td>
<td>M/M2</td>
<td>Fencer/Fencer-D</td>
<td>Ground attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Su-25</td>
<td>SM/SM3/UB</td>
<td>Frogfoot</td>
<td>Close air support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Su-27</td>
<td>SM3</td>
<td>Flanker</td>
<td>Air superiority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Su-30</td>
<td>SM</td>
<td>Flanker-H</td>
<td>Multirole fighter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Su-33</td>
<td>SM</td>
<td>Flanker-D</td>
<td>Air superiority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Su-34</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fullback</td>
<td>Frontline bomber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Su-35</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Flanker-E</td>
<td>Multirole fighter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Su-57</td>
<td></td>
<td>Felon</td>
<td>Stealth air superiority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tu-22</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Backfire-C</td>
<td>Supersonic bomber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tu-95</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Bear-H</td>
<td>Strategic bomber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tu-160</td>
<td></td>
<td>Blackjack</td>
<td>Heavy bomber</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE A.6** Rotary-wing Aircraft

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Variant</th>
<th>NATO Designation</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ka-52</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Hokum-B</td>
<td>Attack helicopter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ka-31</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Helix</td>
<td>Airborne early warning and control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ka-27</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>Helix-D</td>
<td>Search and rescue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mi-8</td>
<td>AMTSh</td>
<td>Hip</td>
<td>Air assault</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mi-24</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Hind-F</td>
<td>Attack helicopter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mi-28</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Havoc</td>
<td>Attack helicopter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mi-35</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Hind-E</td>
<td>Attack helicopter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Air Defense

TABLE A.7 Air Defense Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Variant</th>
<th>NATO Designation</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S-400</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sa-21 Growler</td>
<td>Long-range surface-to-air missile (SAM) system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-300</td>
<td>V4</td>
<td>Sa-12 Gladiator/Giant</td>
<td>ABM system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-300</td>
<td>FM</td>
<td>SA-N-20</td>
<td>Naval SAM system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-200</td>
<td>VE</td>
<td>Sa-5 Gammon</td>
<td>SAM system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pantsir-S1</td>
<td></td>
<td>SS-22 Greyhound</td>
<td>SAM/anti-aircraft system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osa-AKM</td>
<td></td>
<td>SA-8-Gecko</td>
<td>SAM system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-125 Pechora</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sa-3 Goa</td>
<td>Short-range air defense (SHORAD) system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buk-M2E</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sa-17 Grizzly</td>
<td>Medium-range SAM system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-300</td>
<td>Bastion-P</td>
<td>SS-C-5 Stooge</td>
<td>Coastal defense missile system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR)

TABLE A.8 Fixed-wing ISR Aircraft

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Variant</th>
<th>NATO Designation</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>II-20</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Coot-A</td>
<td></td>
<td>Communications intelligence (COMINT) / electronic intelligence (ELINT) reconnaissance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tu-214</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reconnaissance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-50</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Mainstay</td>
<td></td>
<td>Airborne early warning and control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE A.9 Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forpost</td>
<td>ISR</td>
<td>Russia license-produced Israeli IAI Searcher II; high-mounted monoplane wing arrangement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlan-10</td>
<td>ISR</td>
<td>Light UAV; employed for target designation and reconnaissance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleron-3SV</td>
<td>Airborne</td>
<td>Light tactical UAV; provides day-and-night aerial reconnaissance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zastava</td>
<td>Airborne</td>
<td>Russia license-produced IAI BirdEye 400; light tactical UAV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System</td>
<td>Role</td>
<td>Variant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admiral Kuznetsov</td>
<td>Aircraft carrier</td>
<td>(project 1143.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice-Admiral Kulakov</td>
<td>Anti-submarine destroyer</td>
<td>Udaloy-class (project 1155)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rostov-Na-Donu (Rostov-on-Don)</td>
<td>Diesel-electric submarine</td>
<td>(project 636.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landny</td>
<td>Frigate</td>
<td>Krivak-class (project 1135)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samum</td>
<td>Guided air cushion missile ship</td>
<td>(project 1239)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeleny Dol</td>
<td>Guided-missile corvette</td>
<td>Buyan-M-class (project 21631)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serpukhov</td>
<td>Guided-missile corvette</td>
<td>Buyan-M-class (project 21631)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirazh</td>
<td>Guided-missile corvette</td>
<td>(project 12341)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ship Name</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moskva</td>
<td>Guided-missile cruiser</td>
<td>Slava-class (project 1164)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smetlivy</td>
<td>Guided-missile destroyer</td>
<td>Kashin-class (project 01090)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Shabal'</td>
<td>Landing ship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Otrakovsky</td>
<td>Large landing ship LLS / (BDK) (project 775)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsezar Kunikov (Caesar Kunikov)</td>
<td>Large landing ship LLS / (BDK) (project 775)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaliningrad</td>
<td>Large landing ship LLS / (BDK) (project 775)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azov</td>
<td>Large landing ship LLS / (BDK) (project 775M)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saratov</td>
<td>Large landing ship LLS / (BDK) (project 1171)</td>
<td>Alligator-class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyotr Velikiy</td>
<td>Nuclear-powered missile cruiser</td>
<td>Kirov-class (project 1144)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moma</td>
<td>Intelligence collection vessel</td>
<td>AGI / AGI-class (project 861M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System</td>
<td>Role</td>
<td>Variant (Other Information)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severomork</td>
<td>Anti-submarine warfare ship (DDG)</td>
<td>(project 1155)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaroslav Mudryy</td>
<td>Anti-submarine warfare ship (DDG)</td>
<td>(project 11540)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolpino</td>
<td>Diesel-electric submarine (SS)</td>
<td>New Kilo-class (project 636.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krasnodar</td>
<td>Diesel-electric submarine (SS)</td>
<td>(project 636.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veliky Novgorod</td>
<td>Diesel-electric submarine (SS)</td>
<td>New Kilo-class (project 636.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pytlivy</td>
<td>Escort ship</td>
<td>(project 1135)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admiral Makarov</td>
<td>Frigate (FFG)</td>
<td>Admiral Grigorovich class (project 11356M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admiral Grigorovich</td>
<td>Frigate (FFG)</td>
<td>Krivak IV class (project 11356M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Force Composition in Syria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Admiral Essen</strong> Frigate (FFG)</td>
<td>Admiral Grigorovich class (project 11356M)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 x 100 mm gun, 2 x 30 mm Kashtan CIWS Missiles, 1 x 8-cell VLS for Kalibr anti/land-attack cruise missiles or Oniks anti-ship cruise missiles, 3 x 12-cell VLS for Shtil-1 air defense missiles, torpedoes, 2 x twin 533 mm torpedo tubes, other, 1 x RBU-6000 anti-submarine rocket launcher, and 1 x Ka-27 or Ka-31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Uglich** Guided-missile corvette (FSG) (project 21631) |
| 1x8 3S14-21631 UKSK 3K14 launches (Kalibr guided-missile complex (8 3M14T missiles)) – 3R14N fire control system, 2x6 3M-47 Gibka Igla-1M SAM system launchers, 1x1 100 mm A-190-01 – 5P-10-03 Laska fire control system, 1x12 30 mm AK-630M-2 Duet (Stavropol – 1 Pantsir-M 1x 8 launchers 57E6 missiles, 2x6 30 mm), 2x1 14.5 mm MTPU-1 Zhalo |

| **Vyshnii Volochok** Guided-missile corvette (FSG) (project 21631) |
| Buyan-M class (project 21631) |
| 4UKSK vertical launcher for 8 Kalibr (Onyx) SAM missiles, one 100-mm gun mount A-190M, one 30-mm gun mount AK-630M1-2 Duet, two launchers for MANPADS Gibka, two 14.5-mm and three 7.62-mm machine guns |

| **Veliky Ustyug** Guided-missile corvette (FSG) (project 21631) |
| 1x8 3S14-21631 UKSK 3K14 launches (Kalibr guided-missile complex (8 3M14T missiles)) – 3R14N fire control system, 2x6 3M-47 Gibka Igla-1M SAM system launchers, 1x1 100 mm A-190-01 – 5P-10-03 Laska fire control system, 1x12 30 mm AK-630M-2 Duet (Stavropol – 1 Pantsir-M 1x 8 launchers 57E6 missiles, 2x6 30 mm), 2x1 14.5 mm MTPU-1 Zhalo |

| **Grad Sviyazhsk** Guided-missile corvette (FSG) (project 21631) |
| 1x8 3S14-21631 UKSK 3K14 launches (Kalibr guided-missile complex (8 3M14T missiles)) – 3R14N fire control system, 2x6 3M-47 Gibka Igla-1M SAM system launchers, 1x1 100 mm A-190-01 – 5P-10-03 Laska fire control system, 1x12 30 mm AK-630M-2 Duet (Stavropol – 1 Pantsir-M 1x 8 launchers 57E6 missiles, 2x6 30 mm), 2x1 14.5 mm MTPU-1 Zhalo |

| **Marshal Ustinov** Guided-missile cruiser (CG) (project 1164) |
| Slava-class (project 1164) |
| 16 Bazalt anti-ship missile launchers, 2 five-container 533-mm torpedo tubes, 2 RBU-6000 anti-submarine rocket launchers, 2 coupled 130-mm gun mounts AK-130, 6 30-mm gun mounts AK-630, 2 coupled Osa-MA SAM launchers, 8 S-300F Rif SAM launchers, Ka-25/Ka-27 ASW helicopter |

| **Orsk** Large landing ship LLS / (BDK) (project 1171) |
| 1 coupled 57-mm gun mount ZIF-31B, capacity is up to 1,500 tons of armor vehicles and cargo |

| **Nikolai Filchenkov** Large landing ship LLS / (BDK) (project 1171) |
| 1 coupled 57-mm gun mount ZIF-31B, 2 coupled anti-aircraft machineguns 2M-3M, 3 MANPADS launchers MLRS A-215 Grad-M, capacity up to 1,500 tons of armor vehicles and cargo |

TABLE A.11 continued
### Electronic Warfare (EW)

**TABLE A.12 Select Russian EW Systems in Syria**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Fixture</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Krasukha-4</td>
<td>Ground-mobile</td>
<td>Protected Russian air facilities from Western intelligence platforms (S-band, J-band, X-band)&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borisoglebsk-2</td>
<td>Ground</td>
<td>Offensive ground jammer—disrupted electromagnetic frequencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitebsk</td>
<td>Airborne</td>
<td>Created a canopy around helicopters to protect from anti-air missiles such as MANPADS. Installed on Ka-52 attack helicopters&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khibiny</td>
<td>Airborne</td>
<td>Jammed the guidance systems of ground- or air-based anti-air missiles. Installed on helicopters and aircraft</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Munitions

Russian military operations featured a mix of unguided and precision-guided ground, naval, and air-launched munitions. Key munitions included the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Munition Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>KAB-250/-500 series</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air-to-ground guided bomb. Variants include: S-E (satellite-guided GLONASS), KR (TV-guided) with thermobaric warhead variant, L (laser-guided), OD (EO correlation TV seeker). Primarily employed by Su-34s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KAB-1500 series</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guided bombs. Variants include: S-E (satellite-guided), L (laser-guided), and KR (TV-guided)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kh-25ML (As-10 Karen) laser-guided missile</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air-to-ground laser-guided missile. Primarily employed by Su-24s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kh-29 (As-14 Kredge)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air-to-surface missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kh-35 (AS-20 Kayak)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsonic anti-ship cruise missile. Kh-35U variant capable of striking land targets. Launched from air, surface, and naval platforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kh-55/-555 (NATO: Kent-A/-B/-C family)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsonic air-launched cruise missiles. Employed primarily by strategic bombers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kh-101</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stealthy long-range standoff ALCM. Primarily employed for Russian long-range strategic bombers in Syria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kalibr series</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision-guided land-attack, anti-ship, and anti-submarine cruise missiles. Variants included 3M-54M/E/TE/AE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R-73 (AA-11 Archer)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-range anti-aircraft missile. Employed by many fixed- and rotary-wing platforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R-27 (AA-10 Alamo)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium-to-long-range anti-aircraft missile. Variants include: T (infrared-homing), R (semi-active-radar homing), EA (active-radar homing). Primarily employed by Mig-29s and Su-27 fighters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ODAB-500PM/PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel-air explosive (vacuum bomb) thermobaric bomb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unguided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OFAB-250-270</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air-dropped fragmentation high-explosive bomb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unguided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RBK-500 series</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Including RBK-500-SPBE-D) Cluster munitions to engage enemy vehicles and tanks. Variants include RBK-500 ZAB-2.5SM and other incendiary &amp; cluster bombs (banned by UN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unguided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BETAB series</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunker-busting munitions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unguided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAB series</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air-dropped free-fall bomb. Key variants include FAB-250, Fab-500s such as FAB-500ShN thermobaric bombs, and FAB-1500 HE aerial bombs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unguided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S-8OFP</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unguided rocket primarily employed by attack helicopters against enemy tanks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unguided</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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